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ABSTRACT 
Temperature conditions during the transportation to the processing facility of commercial 
broilers have a direct impact on the meat texture, specifically maximum shear force and shear 
variation of cooked breast meat.  Analysis of a calendar year of flock data (N=346), reveals that 
the largest impact of transport conditions, specifically temperature, is on the standard deviation 
of the flocks range of cooked shear values. The optimal transport temperature that yields broiler 
breast meat with average flock minimum shear and standard deviation values is approximately 
60°F.  The shear values for flocks at or near 60°F are on average 1 kg less than during 
temperatures less than 40°F.  The location of the test was not subject to an extreme number of 
high temperature days preventing reporting the impact of high transport temperatures on meat 
texture.  Chemical analysis of the raw Pectoralis Major (PM) muscle revealed no significant 
correlation between key minerals and the maximum shear force of the cooked PM muscle.  There 
was a weak correlation of 8% between calcium and maximum shear force.  The analysis was 
intended to lead further tests around intentional water chemistry modifications that would have a 
positive impact on meat texture.  Based on the lack of correlation between minerals found in the 
raw tissue and cooked meat texture no further actions were pursued.  
Cortisone accumulations in the flight feathers are a proven indication of the stress history of the 
bird.  Ultra high performance gas liquid chromatography (UHPGLC) detectible levels of 
cortisone in the flight feathers were found to range from 2 to 8 ppb in a limited number of 
samples.  Norepinephrine levels ranged from 220 ppb to 1872 ppb.  The highest levels of 
norepinephrine were found in the section of the broiler house at the service entry point. This 
section of the house also had the lowest sample shear and shear variation of the four sections 
samples.  This may indicate a potential relationship between chronic stresses and improved 
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This paper will cover three potentially controllable aspects of broiler grow-out practices that may 
have a quality impact on the breast fillet from the commercial broiler.  These topics are 
temperature and weather conditions the birds are exposed to during the transport phase of the 
production cycle, the chemical composition of the raw breast fillet, and finally, the potential 
impact of life-cycle stress (chronic stress) that a flock of birds are exposed to in a modern, well 
managed house.  
The quality impact discussed in this document is the maximum shear force of the cooked fillet as 
measured in kilograms.  The broilers used for tests throughout this research were Cobb 500, a 
fast growing, high-yielding meat bird. In 2018, it is projected that 41.8 billion pounds of ready to 
cook poultry will be produced in the United States.  Based on the National Chicken Council, this 
is almost a 2% increase from the previous year’s projections [1].  Tenderness of the product is a 
key quality metric that could influence the consumer’s choice of brand and cut of meat.  There 
are many factors that can influence the quality of the meat in commercial broilers, stress, 
transport conditions are the primary items under investigation in this document, but it is 
generally accepted that sex and breed are not significant factors in tenderness of commercial 
product [2].  
Toughness tends to increase with the birds age in birds over 60 days of age [3].  Shear values of 
the fillet have been reported to increase with the age of the bird. In controlled studies, five week 
old birds were reported to have a lower average shear force in relation to the same breed at seven 
weeks of age [2].  The shear values of the older birds are still within an acceptable level for most 
consumer’s needs.  Shear value range levels and classification of cooked breast meat and 
consumer acceptance vary based on the study.  Poole et al. (1999) stated that poultry products 
with shear values of 8 kg is acceptable for consumer acceptance [2]. 
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The specific diet for the birds tested was primarily corn and soy based, the exact diet is a 
proprietary blend and was unavailable for publication.  It is not felt that the diet would 
significantly influence the outcome of the shear testing values since all of the birds under testing 
were from the same corporation and feed formulations are relatively consistent, however, 
variations in the primary components in broiler diets can have an impact on shear values [4]. 
There have been many singular tests conducted regarding the effect of transport temperatures on 
average shear values of the cooked fillet; there has not been documented tests that involved data 
from multiple flocks throughout a calendar year.  Looking at the average shear values as well as 
the standard deviation of cooked fillets from these flocks provides an interesting picture of the 
impact of weather, temperature and shift on the measured tenderness of the modern broiler.  Data 
used in this research on average shear corresponds to most published studies, however the impact 
on the standard deviation of the flocks measured throughout a year provides another view into 
how flocks respond to acute stress caused by changes in environment.  During certain 
environmental conditions the shear standard deviation values of flocks consistently almost 
double in value.  This increase in such a critical quality variable of the raw material entering a 
manufacturing facility is a significant challenge to manage.  Management of tenderness and 
tenderness variability can only be accomplished through traditional aging of the meat, marinade 
enhancements or electrical stimulation of the pre-rigor carcass.   
With similar feed formulations across the tested birds, investigating if there were a relationship 
between the mineral component of the raw muscle and the corresponding shear values of the 
cooked fillet would be informative.  Considering the feed process as nearly constant, the only 
remaining input that would be a variable is the water supply for the growing birds.  If any 
relationships were found between raw fillet mineral concentrations and associated cooked shear 
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values the following step would be water sampling and trials designed to safely manipulate water 
chemistry to the house so not to have a negative impact on the flock’s welfare, but to increase 
consistency in cooked fillet shear values.  Ultimately, we didn’t find any significant relationships 
between fillet composition and the relative cooked fillet shear at the level of granularly the 
mineral analysis provided.   
Initial findings with the impact of transport environmental conditions on flock shear consistency 
led to further investigation on life cycle stress and the respective impact on meat tenderness.  The 
catch and transport process leads to acute stress in the flocks; we were interested in if there were 
any implications of chronic stress during the active growing cycle and if it was potentially 
location specific by house zone.  The scope and cost of this test afforded us the opportunity to 
test a single house to determine if there was a potential relationship between chronic stress and 
cooked fillet shear values as caused by, but not limited to air quality, air temperature, and human 
contact.  To determine this I extracted specific hormones from the flight feathers collected from 
the post-kill carcasses.  Previous work from Bortolotti et al. (2008) [5] led me to a basic 
extraction process that I ultimately had to modify for successful hormone extraction with broiler 
feathers.  Not knowing what hormones we would find in broiler feathers, I elected to test for a 
variety of hormones commonly found in the pathway towards cortisol, a recognized indication of 
stress [6].  I also looked for norepinephrine as an indication of the sympatric nervous system 
activating.  There were few findings of the traditional stress hormone cortisol in the flight 
feathers, however, I was successful in capturing a significant number of samples with detectable 
levels of norepinephrine. 
When taking into consideration all of the conditions that have a measurable impact on how meat 
from a flock will perform from a tenderness perspective, it is apparent that there are some 
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potential management practices that can reduce the average shear for a flock as well as the shear 
standard deviation.  
The literature review will cover a variety aspects of live production that have been shown to 

















LITERATURE REVIEW  
Tenderness and Age   
Broiler populations in modern poultry houses grow to different ages to accommodate specific 
market requirements and typically represent a normal distribution of sexes and in most 
production cases, a limited variety of breeds.  The impact of age on shear values of spent hens is 
directly associated to collagen development and collagen cross-linking [7].  Collagen 
development on young broilers (age < 60 days) is not a factor in tenderness levels [3], because 
the collagen associated with age has not had enough time to develop to the extent resulting in a 
perceived negative impact on meat texture.  Shear values tend to increase as the bird’s age; shear 
values on birds 5 weeks of age were reported at an average shear force value of 2.73 kg 
compared to birds of similar genetics and grow-out conditions reported shear values of 4.63 kg at 
7 weeks of age [2]. 
Tenderness and Sex 
Small differences in fillet shear values between males and females in early postmortem fillet 
shear values were detected with the shear variation due to sex on the PM muscle aged from 0 to 
2 h post chill showed male birds tested on a Warner-Bratzler Shear Force (WBSF) device was 
measured at 29.5 N maximum shear having a slightly lower shear value than the PM sample 
from a similarly aged female counterpart of 31.7 N.  The shear variations between sexes at 4 to 
24 h post chill aging were no longer significantly different [8].  Abdullah, et al. (2010) [8], 
reported that a slight difference in shear values between sexes existed in broiler Pectoralis Major 
muscles immediately following chilling the carcass and up to 2 hours.   
This relationship between PM shear values and sex on 56 day old broilers was also found where 
male broilers had an average shear of 10.2 kg. /gm and females with an average shear of 10.7 kg. 
/gm demonstrating a interaction between broiler sex and tenderness (P < 0.05) [9].  Handling and 
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the cooking processes will have a significant impact on the shear force of the PM muscle.  The 
female birds had higher shear values but only approached statistical significance; the sex of the 
broiler had no significant difference on shear [10].  Sex was shown not to play a role in meat 
color during tests associated with varying growing temperatures [11].   
Tenderness and Breed 
The breed of 12 strains of 56 day old broilers was reported to be insignificant with regards to 
shear values [9].  Shear values between two unnamed broiler strains slaughtered at 42 days were 
also found to have no significant difference [12].  From the literature, we conclude there is no 
significant relationship of shear values from young birds (age < 52 days) regardless of breed.  
Lipid content in the breast meat of broilers was found to be dependent on the genetic cross where 
the protein levels show little difference [13] , indicating fat levels in broiler fillets do not have an 
impact on tenderness.  The broilers used in testing throughout the course of this research have 
been of similar stock therefore, typical bird variations in flocks should not be considered a 
significant influence on the results of the described experimental data as the birds were from 
similar stock. 
Temperature Stress Conditioning 
Broiler thermal tolerance to cold temperatures can be altered by an early exposure to cold 
temperatures which reduces the associated stress response, as measured by the difference in 
blood cortisone levels between an initial exposure to cold and a subsequent exposure and 
indicates the animal’s ability to manage cold stress can increase [14].  Repeated broiler exposure 
to stress may condition the broiler so that subsequent exposures to human contact [15] and 
temperature extremes minimize the animal’s internal chemical response to that specific stress.  
This may indicate that a broiler house that is intensely managed by the farmer may reduce the 
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natural stress response of the broiler when exposed to other humans.  Desensitizing the broilers 
to human contact may lead to lower stress hormones released during normal animal husbandry 
practices.  Broilers are sensitive to visual contact with humans; consistent slow and deliberate 
movements reduce the fear and subsequent stress that would arise from quick erratic human 
movement [15].    
Broiler Migration  
In a study to assess broiler migration in commercial houses, some broilers were seen to migrate 
throughout the house both singularly and in groups [16].  The migration was described as 
random movements in both a straight line and a zig-zag manner.  Not all of the marked birds 
moved in the same patterns or the same distance or direction.  It was described that the 
movement was either random or deliberate with intentional movements postulated to be around 
environmental comfort.  Birds moving through dense accumulations of the flock showed 
disinterest in the surrounding birds; the stationary population also showed disinterest in the 
nomads [16].  Barriers placed in commercial poultry to assist in controlling zone densities will 
assist in maintaining uniform social groupings but will at times not hinder the animal with 
intentional travel plans.  
Air Quality 
Air quality at the bird level as defined as head height in modern poultry houses degrades with 
time. Concentrations of CO2 and NH3 and have been described mathematically.  For Carbon 
Dioxide,  Y= 340 – 40.7x + 5.59x2 – 0.0683x3  where Y is the CO2 production levels in L/h. 1000 
birds, and where x is bird age in days [17].  Increases of carbon dioxide levels are from the 
respiratory function of the birds; house heaters are typically not used on older broilers as the 
house is heated by the broilers.  Only in extreme cold is supplemental heat used and is a minor 
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contributor to carbon dioxide levels in older broilers where respiration is the main contributor to 
CO2 levels [18]. 
Dust particles in a broiler house vary in size and volume depending on the age of the bird, litter 
conditions and ventilation practices.  In tunnel houses, dust emission levels increase linearly with 
the age of the bird [19].  Invariably, litter becomes a primary component in broiler bedding and 
provides the foundational materials for dust and ammonia production by bacterial decomposition 
[20].  Smaller dust particles (< 5 µM) are more prevalent than larger particles [17].  Dust in 
combination with fungi, pathogens, and high ammonia levels can be responsible for lesions in 
the respiratory tract and inflammation of the lungs [21]. 
Ammonia levels were defined as Y = 0.81 e 0.78x in µL/(h.m2. bird). Y is Ammonia production 
and x is bird age in days [17].  Modern broiler houses are equipped with automatic ventilation 
and heating controls that when managed correctly prevent concentrations of carbon dioxide and 
ammonia levels from reaching harmful levels while maintain the appropriate comfort level for 
the broiler.  It is possible that in order to save energy during cold periods, farmers will alter 
ventilation programs causing a decrease in air quality; [21] this is a self-limiting practice as the 
farmer is forced to breathe the air during daily house inspections.  Routine farm visits from field 
production technicians can help insure against excessive overriding ventilation systems for the 
sake of excessive energy costs during winter months.  Ammonia levels between 0 and 25 ppm 
are considered normal, levels between 25 and 50 ppm begin to have a negative impact feed 
efficiency, and birds exposed to levels at 100 ppm had lower weight gains compared to a control 
population [21]. 
Al Homidan et al. (2003) [21], described research that relative humidity in broiler houses are 
directly associated with increased ammonia production from litter beds having a pH > 8.  Proper 
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ventilation programs that keep the litter dry was also described as critical in managing the 
relative humidity of the broilers environment.  Normal broiler respiration is a primary contributor 
to introducing moisture into the air [22]. 
High ambient temperatures during grow out have been reported to lower feed digestibility of 
broilers.  This lowered feed conversion efficiency may be the result of an increased consumption 
of water during higher grow out temperatures [23].  Lower feed intake at high ambient 
temperatures results in a significant increase in blood glucose levels; conversely lower ambient 
temperatures result in significantly lower blood glucose levels [24].  These variations of glucose 
levels may be one of the contributing factors in variation of tenderness seen in accordance with 
seasonal temperatures.  Higher blood glucose levels and lower breast meat glycogen levels and 
heat stress had no impact on PM tenderness due to collagen levels on birds reared under heat 
stress compared to control birds was reported by Aksit et al. (2006) [11].  This could indicate 
that variation in tenderness as seen in modern processing facilities is due in part to reasons other 
than collagen levels.  Lower feed intake during high ambient temperatures leading to a decrease 
in weight gain in multiple breeds has also been reported [25].  Shear values of the PM muscle 
were not found to have a significant difference on broilers reared in open sided or closed sided 
houses during hot or cooler months [26]. 
Diets Impact on Tenderness  
Dry Distillers grains (DDGS) are more available due to increased production of ethanol.  A diet 
of 8% DDGS with soy and corn compared to a soy corn control diet showed no impact on the 
tenderness of broiler breast meat [27].  Breast meat from wheat fed broilers was significantly 
tougher than broilers fed a corn diet. Similar birds fed milo were no different than either birds 
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fed wheat [4].  Even though the shear values of the fillets were staticically different it was 
reported that there would be little practical differnce between the diets.  
Supplements of various stains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae added to a corn soy based diet has 
been shown to improve tenderness of raw poultry meat.  This decrease in toughness was most 
likely attributed to the prevention of glycogen depletion [28].  Ascorbic acid levels administered 
at four levels (0, 100, 200, 300 ppm) in the drinking water of during hot and cold seasons had no 
significant impact on meat quality [28].  Modifications to broiler diets are known to have 
physiologic effects in the resulting meat leading to the conclusion that there may be a potential 
relationship between the composition of feed and water regarding tenderness.  It is known that 
zinc, manganese, and copper have an impact on bird health and growth rates [29].  Diets low in 
available zinc are associated with low growth rates when compared to birds fed diets not 
deficient in this mineral.  Broilers fed diets with excessive zinc were shown to store the mineral 
in the tibia, but not in the liver.  Conversely birds grown with a diet deficient in zinc had higher 
levels of this mineral in the liver than birds grown with a diet high in zinc, suggesting that the 
animal will regulate the availability of zinc to address vital bodily functions ahead of growth rate 
[30].  Increased levels of organically complexed copper, iron, manganese in broiler tissue was 
also found in broilers with diets deficient in this mineral when compared to birds grown with an 
available abundance of these minerals in their diets [30]. 
Tested feed supplements not found in commercial feed stocks such as medicinal herbs such as St. 
John’s wort, small-flowered willow herb, sage and other herbs were found to have varying 
effects on mineral accumulations in the liver and meat tissues of broilers demonstrating that 
supplemental broiler diet ingredients can serve as a means for bioaccumulation of minerals in the 
protein structure of broilers [31].   
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Dietary supplements of vitamin E  (α-tocopheryl acetate) when fed to broilers at varying levels 
throughout the growth cycle was found to have a positive impact on reducing lipid oxidation as 
indicated by measurements of thiobarbituric acid values. (TBA)  Feeding high levels of α-
tocopheryl acetate were correlated with increased levels of α-tocopheryl acetate in tissue samples 
[32].  
Arginine and methionine additions to broiler diets increased the soluble collagen content without 
increasing the total collagen content in test broilers.  This change in collagen ratios  resulted in 
lower shear values that were attributed to a reduction in cross bridge development in the collagen 
structure [33]. 
Water Supply  
Water treatments can have an impact on meat quality; broilers treated with a 0.5% Sodium 
Bicarbonate during periods of cyclical heat stress produced breast fillets with lower shear values 
than water treated with a 0.5% Potassium Chloride, a combination of 0.5% KCl and 0.5% 
NaHCO3 water treatment or water receiving no treatment  [34].  
Improved weight gains and lower rectal temperatures were reported in birds reared in a hot 
environment with drinking water supplemented at a 0.6% KCl level.  It was assumed that weight 
gain was associated to reduce panting sending the energy that would be used for body 
temperature maintenance towards growth [35]. 
Broilers are approximately 70% water by composition; this water is found intracellular, 
extracellular and in the broilers plasma.  Water is introduced to the bird through consumption, 
and moisture from the feed.  Moisture retention occurs through the reabsorption in the kidneys 
and the rectum.  Moisture loss is through respiration, feces and urine [36]. Three causes of water 
balance in the broiler during periods of high temperatures was hypothesized as: 1) dry 
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oropharyngeal receptors, 2) systemic dehydration, and 3) changes in the temperature of the 
hypothalamus [37]. 
Drinking water temperature impacts feed consumption; warm water in the cooler months and 
cool water in the warmer months help increase feed consumption.  Drinking water temperatures 
assist the bird in maintaining uniform body temperatures during periods of temperature extremes 
[36]. 
Feed / Water Withdrawal 
Feed withdrawal practices allow the feed in the crop to be digested and mostly passed from the 
bird to reduce fecal contamination during evisceration.  Typically, birds are removed from feed 
for a total of 8 hours prior to processing; water is withdrawn just prior to the catching process. 
This is not to say that all of the birds in the flock have exactly been off feed for 8 hours. Broilers 
eat on 4 hour cycles allowing for fewer feeders [3].  Modern houses are designed so that a 
percentage of the birds can feed at a single time.  Within the flock it is expected that a portion of 
the birds will be off feed for approximately 12 hours prior to catch, another set of birds will be 
off feed for 8 hours with the balance of the flock somewhere in between.  This variability of 
available feed stores in the bird’s gastrointestinal tract translates to varying levels of glycogen 
stores in the liver.  Feed withdrawal for 8 hours has been shown to cause glycogen depletion in 
the liver and the breast muscle within three hours [38].  Glycogen is the base molecule that fuels 
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) synthesis during the broilers life; up to 36 units of ATP are 
generated by one molecule of glycogen through each pass of the Krebs or citric acid cycle [39].  
The Krebs cycle is halted once the bird is exsanguinated and oxygen is no longer available at the 
cellular level. Post mortem synthesis of ATP is through the inefficient process of glycolysis that 
drives increasing levels of lactic acid in the muscle that eventually halts the process after 
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approximately 4 hours, shutting down the synthesis of ATP [38].  The available energy levels in 
ante mortem broilers have a direct impact on the time of onset of rigor mortis [40]. 
Time off water (0 – 18h) has been reported not to have a significance influence on meat quality 
[41].  Mielnik et al. (1991) on the other hand found that meat tenderness decreased on extended 
periods (12 to 18 h) of feed and water withdrawal [42].  This could be interpreted that time off 
feed has increased significance in meat tenderness when compared to time off water.  
Capture & Crating Stress  
Cortisone levels in birds crated longer than 4 hours were lower than their cortisone levels prior to 
crating; peak cortisone levels occurred at approximately 3 hours of confinement [43].  Studies 
have demonstrated that there was no correlation between crate time and PM shear values [43].  
Cortisone levels in the blood are the chemical indication of acute stress and continue to increase 
during transport and slaughter while glucose levels remained constant and are probably due to 
feed withdrawal and the higher levels of cortisone stimulating glycogenolysis and 
glyconeogenesis [44].  
Crating alone does not appear to cause significant stress in broilers; however transportation 
caused a lower pH in the thigh muscle indicating an increased rate of glycolysis compared to 
birds that were not transported [43].  The density of the crates also influences the stress levels 
which in turn will influence glucose concentrations in the muscles.  Broilers experience higher 
levels of heat stress during the warmer months when crated at a high density [45].  Crating 
densities by season are programs that are managed to eliminate transport death and yield loss in 
the transported flock.  Transport times between 30 minutes and 4 hours were shown to have no 




Transport and Temperature  
Transport air conditions of temperature and humidity values change by season and by 
geographical region.   The heat stress on the transported flocks is well documented specifically 
by Kannan et al. (1997) [43] and Delezie et al. (2007) [45].  The pH of the PM muscle is lower 
as indicated by measurements and an associated reduction in water holding capacity (WHC).  
Pre-slaughter heat stress is also reported to increase the rate and effect of rigor mortis but can 
also increase the incidence of pale, soft and exudative (PSE) meat [46].  Transportation during 
cold conditions cause a decrease in glucose levels in the PM muscle that is attributed to the birds 
natural response of regulating and maintaining body temperature [46].  A decrease in tenderness 
on birds held at higher temperatures was reported by several researchers [47].  However, other 
research indicates that extremes in temperature, both cold stress and heat stress caused an 
increase in toughness [48].  In all of these cases, electrical stimulation was not used as a part of 
the experimentation.  Thermally stressed birds, both heat and cold stressed, enter the 
manufacturing process with depleted energy reserves [49]; electrical stimulation (ES), when 
managed correctly, works to deplete or minimize the remaining ATP in the muscle and shorten 
the delay phase of rigor.   
Seasonality also has an impact on the tenderness of the meat; overall autumn months were 
reported to have the most tender  meat [49].  Kadim, (2009) et al. [26] also showed that hot-
season birds were slightly more tender as compared to cold-season birds; attributing this 
difference to glycogen levels and minimal rigor shortening.  
Electrical Stunning  
Electrical stunning on broilers, if done properly, electrically anesthetizes the animal allowing for 
a humane slaughter process.  The practice of electrical stunning prior to exsanguination promotes 
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a calm death experience, minimizing involuntary wing movement and reducing bruising and 
breakage  [50].  Electrical stunning was reported to decrease tenderness on the PM muscle from 
broilers sampled immediately after the chiller [51].  Conversely, as the aging time increased (2 
hr. post chill) broilers that were processed with electrical stunning demonstrated a significant 
increase the tenderness of the PM muscle [51].  The variation in tenderness decreased in aged 
birds that were electrically stunned as opposed to birds where electrical stunning was not a part 
of the process [51].  Reports that stunning had no impact on tenderness on the Pectoralis muscle 
of turkeys are in conflict with previously mentioned research [52]. 
Lee et al. (1979) [51], also reported that birds processed using an electrical stunner had higher 
levels of ATP as compared to birds processed without the use of a stunner.  Birds slaughtered 
without anesthetization, exhibit excessive wing flap until death overtakes the animal; this wing 
flap most likely causes ATP depletion in the PM muscle during the bleeding period [53].  
Process control throughout in the receiving, kill and pick area may have an impact on the final 
meat quality, in the literature reviewed, regarding the influence of stunning on tenderness, there 
was no mention of stunner water temperature, the presence of salt in the stunner, shackle 
construction and the associated grounding efficiencies or if the stunner was completely loaded 
with birds during the testing; all of which will have an impact on the interaction between the 
stunner and the broiler.  The efficiency of the stunner with regards to recovery time for the bird 
to regain consciousness was also not discussed.  Recovery times are an equalizing factor in 
setting up the kill process leading to consistency in stunning multiple flocks with varying bird 
weights.  Birds killed in the stunner will add an inconsistency in the process that may influence 
final meat quality.  
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Severing the spinal cord by either decapitation or too deep a cut by a kill machine specifically 
designed to cut the carotid and jugular veins will increase the likelihood of significant post kill 
bird movement  [50], specifically wing flap which has an impact on the level of ATP depletion 
and the subsequent rate of rigor [51]. 
Electrical Stimulation (ES) 
The effect of a post mortem electrical stimulation system has the opposite impact on tenderness 
as an electrical stunning device.  There are three phases in the process of rigor mortis, the delay 
phase, the rigor phase, and lastly the resolution phase [54].  ES systems compress the delay 
phase (4-6 hr.) by electrically stimulating the breast muscles depleting the ATP reserves within 
the muscle structure.  Commercial ES systems excite muscle contraction with either a cyclical or 
continuous current, depending on manufactured and are located after the stun and kill process. 
The carcass is stimulated during the bleeding process or after the bleeding process is completed; 
location of the ES system is dependent on the manufacturer.  Excessive voltages can 
mechanically tenderize the muscle by creating tears throughout the muscle [55], however, these 
tears can lead to excessive yield losses in a deboning operation by leaving meat on the skeleton 
that can no longer be sold with the fillet.   
 Depletion of glycogen reserves in the PM muscle can be caused by thermal stress, catching at 
the farm, crating, transportation and other normal handling processes generating excitement in 
the bird [56]. As glycogen reserves are depleted and pre-mortem glycolysis declines, there is a 
buildup of lactic acid causing an increase in pH that is ultimately associated with tougher meat 
[40].  Previous research also reported that the pH was not correlated to shear forces in the PM 
muscle but that there was a correlation between low glycogen levels and high shear forces [57]. 
Lactic acid injected into the Pectoralis profundus muscles from culled cows caused an increase 
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in tenderness by weakening the perimysial connective tissue and increasing the activities of 
proteases [58].  The beef samples tested were injected with a 10% w/w 0.5M solution of lactic 
acid at 3 depths and vacuum packed.  The samples were stored for 28 and 48 hours allowing time 
for the lactic acid to influence the textural properties of the beef muscle.  The final pH of the 24 
hour test beef was 4.9 as compared to the control sample pH of 5.5  [58].  Lee et al. (1979) [51], 
reported a 24 hour pH of broiler PM to be between 5.58 and 5.51 leading to the conclusion that 
lactic concentrations in the broiler muscle may not be high enough to have a significant impact 
on the tenderness of broiler breast meat.  Rate of glycogen depletion in post mortem animals has 
more influence on meat quality than the total amount of glycogen available [59]. 
Life Cycle Stress  
Broilers may be stressed throughout their growth cycle by many paths.  Social stressors that are 
created from within the flock; thermal stress generated from poor animal husbandry practices; 
dietary stress from feeder failures to the feed storage bin running out of feed; physiological 
stresses from rapid growth, reaching sexual maturity, catching and crating stress and thermal 
stress created during transport [60].  
When stress reaches a relative extreme, it becomes distress and the sympatric nervous system 
reacts.  The hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis reacts to stress by ultimately working to 
stimulate additional glucocorticoid steroids into the blood stream [5].  This chemical release 
increases the blood glucose levels through protein and fat metabolism providing available energy 
for the reactive animal [60].   
Glucocorticoid steroids in the blood are stored as corticosterone in the feathers during 
keratinization.  The levels of corticosterone in the feathers are an indication of relative stress the 
bird has seen during the growth of the feathers [5].  The stress responses of birds can be 
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conditioned during the life of the animal in a manner that subsequent stress events may not 
generate the same level of hypothalamus pituitary adrenal axis intensity as the previous event 
generated [5].  
The oldest feathers on a bird are located at the end of the wings and are reference to as the flight 
feathers; these feathers will hold a cumulative history of the birds live cycle stress.  Feathers that 
have fault bars or visually deformed by varying shades of colors are found to have high values or 
corticosterone in the deformity [61].   
Extraction of corticosterone is accomplished through bathing ground feathers, less the calamus, 
in methanol with the sample tube placed in a warm agitated bath.  Consistency in feather 
grinding is critical in achieving valid results [5]. 
There are two concepts in corticosterone level reporting.  The first concept is to measure the 
length of the feathers sampled and report the corticosterone level on a unit length basis.  
Reporting the corticosterone levels on a unit length basis is thought to be the preferred method of 
corticosterone level reporting due to potential heavy keratinization of the feather that could dilute 
the reported corticosterone level [5].  The second is to weigh the sample and report on a unit 
weight.  The latter is based on the concept that as feathers grow at different rates, reporting on a 
unit weight basis will provide a comparable data set when looking for a relationship with another 
variable [61].  The method used for this discussion was weighing the samples; the author feels 
this method allows for increased precision and accuracy in reporting the extracted hormone 
levels. 
Validation work that acute stress due to controlled handling of the birds and ACTH pumps 
forcing elevated cortisol levels in the blood plasma eventually metabolized in the feathers as 
corticosterone was conducted by plucking flight feathers and allowing regrowth during periods 
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of controlled stress and comparing the levels of corticosterone before and after the stimuli [5]. 
Corticosterone is a stable compound so that feathers kept in a cool dry and covered can be tested 
years after sampling [5]. 
Meat Sampling and Sample Processing  
Broiler PM muscle samples are generally taken from the left or right hand side of the animal. 
Whiting et al. (1991) [34] referenced data that the shear values in roasted turkey between sides 
were not significantly different.  When sampling the PM muscle from any location, the samples 
were either all left hand or right hand fillets.  Sampling a single side eliminates the risk of same 
bird sampling.  Fillet samples collected from birds that had a wing removed prior to the chilling 
process and prior to rigor reaching completion showed the fillet associated to the wingless side 
on average had maximum shear values approximately 0.75 kg greater than the fillet of the same 
bird with a wing attached  (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Collection of samples should be 
done with great care in that the shear data is not skewed by “wing off“ birds.  
The method of thermally processing the samples should also be consistent, Whiting et al (1991) 
[34], showed that boiling PM muscles resulted in significantly higher shear values when 
compared to oven roasting covered PM muscles from the same birds.  All samples should be 
thermally processed using the same procedure regardless if boiled or roasted.  Commercial 
microwaves were not found to be a good substitute for replicating the oven process where the 
samples are covered and cooked at 350 0F until the samples reached a temperature between 170 
and 1750 F (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data). 
Cooling samples prior to shearing is done for safety reasons; handling meat that is hot exposes 
the individual performing the tests to unnecessary burn risks.  Hot samples will generate lower 
shear values when compared to sections sheared at room temperature.  (M.A. Christie 
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Unpublished Data).  During the time of sample processing, the hot meat will begin cooling and 
provide additional variability within the data due to moisture in the sample from the inevitable 
evaporation when the hot surface is exposed to the cooler surroundings (M.A. Christie 
Unpublished Data).  Sample cooling can either be from natural convection or through conduction 
in a chilled water bath.  The chilled water bath will generate samples higher in moisture and 
lower in maximum shear force (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Consistency in sample 
collection and processing is vital in understanding the relative toughness and variation of the 
sample set.  Samples that vary in thickness will not cook at the same rate leading to overcooking 
or the thinner portions.  These overcooked portions will shear at higher values (M.A. Christie 
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 Chapter 1  
A One Year Study of Transport Air Temperature and the Associated Weather Conditions 
Impact on Cooked Broiler Pectoralis Major Maximum Shear Force and Shear Variation                                                        
 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of weather conditions on the flock’s 
average maximum shear and the flocks associated SD throughout a sequential calendar year.  
Weather conditions were not limited to temperature, but weather conditions classified as sunny 
and rainy and the energy of the air to take into consideration RH was also investigated. Time of 
transport, as defined by shift, was also blocked in the analysis.  The cooked fillet average shear 
and shear standard deviation of 346 flocks of Cobb 700 birds with an average live weight of 6.8 
pounds across two shifts were examined. There with 172 flocks analyzed during early morning 
transport and 174 flocks analyzed during afternoon transport.  Relationships between shift 
weather, cooked breast shear values and flock shear SD were realized.   It is well documented in 
literature that transport temperatures impact average shear, what was discovered through this 
analysis was the degree of impact transport temperatures had on the flocks shear SD.  Weather 
conditions did not show an interaction with the flocks’ average shear, it did have a significant 
impact on the flocks’ SD.  It was also discovered there was a lack of interaction between the 
energy of the transport air with either the average flock shear but had an interaction the flocks’ 
SD.    
Transport environmental conditions of transport temperature and the energy of the transport air 
was also placed into bins of 4 0F and 2.4 btu for analysis against average bin shear and average 
bin shear standard deviation. Similar relationships between the dependent and independent 





Consistency of textural qualities of meat in a poultry production facility allows the producer to 
maximize profits while meeting quality expectations of the consumer.  There are several 
controllable factors in the manufacturing of tender breast meat that are available to the producer, 
the first being electrical stimulation, a process passing electrical current through a post mortem 
bird intending to use up latent energy stores in the muscle speeding up the process of rigor 
mortis, [1], the second is carcass aging, being the most desirable for consistently tender product.   
Seasonal transport temperature levels are an uncontrollable factor that add to the inconsistency of 
meat tenderness and the range of tenderness found in products produced in commercial poultry 
grow-out facilities. It is well documented that moderate temperatures during catch and transport 
yield more tender broiler breast meat than birds that were caught and transported during cold 
conditions  [2, 3] Examination on the average flock shear differences and flock variation 
between and within flocks and the relationship with transport temperature, transport air energy 
and weather is the focus of this paper.  Documenting the maximum flock shear values and the 
variation of the maximum shear values of cooked breast meat throughout all seasons provide 
insight into optimal environmental temperatures as related to tenderness of the resulting breast 
meat products.  Understanding causes for extreme variation in a flock’s breast meat tenderness 
could potentially provide the producer with specific management practices minimizing the 
probability of consumer complaints due to tough breast meat.  Lyon et.al (1997) found that 
consumers classify cooked fillets as slightly to moderately tender with WB shear ranges from 
3.62 – 6.61 Kg and slightly tender to slightly tough when the fillet sheared between 6.62 and 
9.60 Kg. [4] 
Temperature by itself is only part of an environmental stressor faced by the birds during 
transport.  The relative humidity as expressed as an energy component may add an additional 
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descriptive component to environmental conditions when examining the relationship between the 
transport climate and the climates’ relationship to tenderness and variation in tenderness values.   
The birds under consideration throughout the test period were of a single breed. Bird genetics has 
been shown in previous research not to make a significant difference in breast tenderness values  
[5-7]. 
Understanding the relationship between transport environmental conditions and meat quality 
could provide the producer with preemptive manufacturing management strategies that could 





















Broiler populations in modern poultry houses grow to different ages to accommodate specific 
market place requirements and typically represent a normal distribution of sexes and in most 
production cases, a limited variety of breeds.  The impact of age on shear values on spent hens is 
directly associated to collagen development and collagen cross linking [8].   Collagen 
development on young broilers (age < 60 days) is not a factor in tenderness levels. [9]   Shear 
values tend to increase as the birds age, shear values on birds 5 weeks of age were reported at an 
average of 2.73kg, where birds of similar genetics and grow out conditions reported shear values 
of 4.63 kg at 7 weeks of age [10]. 
Shear variation due to sex on the PM muscle aged from 0 to 2 h post chill showed that the 
Pectorals Major (PM) muscle from a male bird tested on a Warner-Bratzler Shear Force (WBSF) 
device was measured at 29.5 N maximum shear having a slightly lower shear value than the PM 
sample from the female counterpart similarly aged (WBSF = 31.7 N).  The shear variations 
between sexes at 4 to 24 h post chill aging were no longer significantly different [11].  This 
relationship between PM shear values and sex on 56 day old broilers were also found to be 
relevant where males had an average shear of 10.2 kg. /gm and females with an average shear of 
10.7 kg. /gm [5].   
The breed on 12 strains of 56 day old broilers was reported to be insignificant with regards to 
shear values [5].  Shear values between two unnamed broiler stains slaughtered at 42 days were 
also found to have no significant difference [6].  
Broiler thermal tolerance to cold temperatures can be altered by a specific exposure to cold 
temperatures during the early portion of their lives by reducing the associated stress response as 
measured by the difference in blood cortisone levels between an initial exposure to cold and a 
subsequent exposure thus indicating the animal’s ability to manage cold stress can increase [12].    
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Repeated exposure to stress may condition the broiler so that subsequent exposures to 
temperature extremes or human contact can minimize the animal’s internal chemical response to 
that specific stress.  This may indicate that a broiler house that is intensely managed by the 
farmer may reduce the natural stress response of the broiler when exposed to other humans.  
Desensitizing the broilers to human contact may lead to lower stress hormones released during 
the capture process. Broilers are sensitive to visual contact with humans; consistent slow and 
deliberate movements reduce the fear and subsequent stress that would arise from quick erratic 
human movement [13].  
Air quality at the bird level in modern poultry houses degrades with time. Concentrations of CO2 
and NH3 and have been described mathematically.  For Carbon Dioxide,  Y= 340 – 40.7x + 
5.59x2 – 0.0683x3  where Y is the CO2 production levels in L/h. 1000 birds, and where x is bird 
age in days. Increases of carbon dioxide levels are from the respiratory function of the birds; 
House heaters are typically not used as the house is heated by the broilers.  Only in extreme cold 
is supplemental heat used and is a minor contributor to carbon dioxide levels.  Ammonia levels 
were defined as Y = 0.81 e 0.78x in µL/(h.m2. bird). Y is Ammonia production and x is bird age in 
days [14]. Modern broiler house are equipped with automatic ventilation and heating controls 
that when managed correctly prevent concentrations of carbon dioxide and ammonia levels from 
reaching harmful levels while maintain the appropriate comfort level for the broiler.  Routine 
farm visits from field production technicians help insure against overriding ventilation systems 
for the sake of excessive energy costs during winter months.   
Feed withdrawal practices allow the feed in the crop to be digested and mostly passed from the 
bird to reduce fecal contamination during evisceration.  Typically birds are removed from feed 
for a total of 8 hours prior to processing, water is withdrawn just prior to the catching process. 
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This is not to say that all of the birds in the flock have exactly been off feed for 8 hours. Broilers 
eat on 4 hour cycles allowing for fewer feeders [9].  Modern houses are designed so that only a 
portion of the birds can feed at a single time.  Within the flock, it is expected that many of the 
birds will be off feed for approximately 12 hours prior to catch, with the balance of the flock 
somewhere in between 12 and 16 hours.  This variability of available feed stores in the bird’s GI 
tract translates to varying levels of glycogen stores in the liver.  Feed withdrawal for 8 hours has 
been shown to cause glycogen depletion in the liver and PM muscle within three hours [15]. 
Glycogen usage through the Krebs cycle is the base molecule that fuels ATP synthesis during the 
broilers life, up to 38 units of ATP are generated by one molecule of glycogen through each pass 
of the cycle.  The Krebs cycle is halted once the bird is exsanguinated and oxygen is no longer 
available at the cellular level. Post mortem synthesis of ATP is through the inefficient process of 
anaerobic glycolysis producing increasing levels of lactic acid in the muscle that eventually 
where the process halts after 4 hours shutting down the synthesis of ATP [15].  The available 
energy levels in ante mortem broilers have a direct impact on the time of onset of rigor mortis. 
High ambient temperatures have been reported to lower feed digestibility of broilers.  This 
lowered feed conversion efficiency may be the result of an increased consumption of water 
during higher grow out temperatures [16].  Lower feed intake should result in lower energy 
stores in liver and may translate to a faster onset of rigor after exsanguination.   Lower feed 
intake during high ambient temperatures leading to a decrease in weight gain in multiple breeds 
has also been reported [17].  Faster onset of rigor should translate to lower average PM shear 
values during periods of high ambient temperatures. 
Baseline cortisone levels in birds were lower than birds crated for 3 hours with cortisone levels 
falling below the initial values after 4 hours of confinement [18], supporting the idea that 
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maximum cortisone levels  on a broiler does not fully manifest itself until up to 3 hours after the 
initial stressor has occurred.  Studies have demonstrated that there was no correlation between 
crate time and PM shear values [18].  Cortisone levels are the chemical indication of acute stress 
and continue to climb during transport and slaughter. Glucose levels remained constant and are 
probably due to feed withdrawal and the higher levels of cortisone stimulating glycogenolysis 
and glyconeogenesis [19].    
Time off water (0 – 18h) has been reported not to have a significance influence on meat quality 
[20].  Mielnik et al. (1991) [21], on the other hand found that meat tenderness decreased on 
extended periods (12 to 18 h) of feed and water withdrawal [21].  This could be interpreted that 
time off feed has increased significance in meat tenderness when compared to time off water.  
Crating alone doesn’t appear to cause significant stress in broilers; however transportation 
caused a lower pH in the thigh muscle indicating an increased rate of glycolysis compared to 
birds that were not transported [18].   The density of the crates also influences the stress levels 
which in turn will influence glucose concentrations in the muscles.  Broilers experience higher 
levels of heat stress during the warmer months when crated at a high density [22].   Crating 
densities by season are programs that are managed to eliminate transport death and yield loss in 
the transported flock.  Transport times between 30 minutes and 4 hours were shown to have no 
impact on meat quality [18].  
Transport air conditions of temperature and humidity values change by season and by 
geographical region.   The heat stress on the transported flocks is well documented specifically 
by Kannan et al. (1997), [18] and Delezie et al. (2007) [22].  The pH of the PM muscle is lower 
as indicated by measurements and an associated reduction in water holding capacity (WHC).  
Pre-slaughter heat stress is also reported to increase the rate and effect of rigor mortis but can 
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also increase the incidence of pale, soft and exudative (PSE) meat [23]. Transportation during 
cold conditions cause a decrease in glucose levels in the PM muscle that is attributed to the birds 
natural response of regulating and maintaining body temperature [23].  A decrease in tenderness 
on birds held at higher temperatures was reported by several researchers [2]. However, other 
research indicates that extremes in temperature, both cold stress and heat stress caused an 
increase in toughness [3].  In all of these cases electrical stimulation was not used as a part of the 
experimentation.  Thermally stressed birds, both heat and cold stressed, enter the manufacturing 
process with depleted energy reserves, electrical stimulation (ES) when managed correctly works 
to deplete or minimize the remaining ATP in the muscle and compress the delay phase of rigor.  
The elimination or sever reduction of the delay phase of rigor mortis allows naturally occurring 
enzymatic reductions of the myofibrillar proteins along the H band and Z-line during the chilling 
and further processing phases of production.  
Seasonality also has an impact on the tenderness of the meat; overall autumn months were 
reported to have the tenderest meat [24].  Increased oxidation of myofibular protein has been 
linked to increased toughness in meat. This increase in oxidized muscle fibers is linked to 
oxidized myoglobin. [25] 
Electrical stunning on broilers, if done properly electrically anesthetizes the animal allowing for 
a humane slaughter process.  The practice of electrical stunning prior to exsanguination promotes 
a calm death experience minimizing involuntary wing movement reducing bruising or breakage 
[26]. Electrical stunning was reported to decrease tenderness on the PM muscle from broilers 
sampled immediately after the chiller.  Conversely, as the aging time increased (2 hr. post chill) 
broilers that were processed with electrical stunning demonstrated a significant increase the 
tenderness of the PM muscle [27].  The variation in tenderness decreased in aged birds that were 
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electrically stunned as opposed to birds where electrical stunning was not a part of the process 
[27].  Reports that stunning had no impact on tenderness on the Pectoralis muscle of turkeys are 
in conflict with previously mentioned research [28].  
Lee et al. (1979) [27] also reported that birds processed using an electrical stunner had higher 
levels of ATP as compared to birds processed without the use of a stunner.  Birds slaughtered 
without anesthetization exhibit excessive wing flap until death overtakes the animal, this wing 
flap most likely causes ATP depletion in the PM muscle during the bleeding period [29].  
In the literature reviewed, regarding the influence of stunning on tenderness, there was no 
mention of stunner water, temperature, the presence of salt in the stunner, shackle construction 
and the associated grounding efficiencies or if the stunner was completely loaded with birds 
during the testing; all of which will have an impact on the interaction between the stunner and 
the broiler.    The efficiency of the stunner with regards to recovery time for the bird to regain 
consciousness was also not discussed.  Recovery times are an equalizing factor in setting up the 
kill process leading to consistency in stunning multiple flocks with varying bird weights.  
Severing the spinal cord by either decapitation or too deep a cut by a kill machine specifically 
designed to cut the carotid and jugular veins will increase the likelihood of significant post kill 
bird movement [26], specifically wing flap which as discussed previously, has an impact on the 
level of ATP depletion and the subsequent rate of rigor [27].  
The effect of a post mortem electrical stimulation system has the opposite impact on tenderness 
as an electrical stunning device. There are three phases in the process of rigor mortis, the delay 
phase, the rigor phase, and lastly the resolution phase [1].  ES systems compress the delay phase 
(4-6 hr.) by electrically stimulating the breast muscles depleting the ATP reserves within the 
muscle structure.  
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Commercial ES systems use either a cyclical or continuous current and are located after the stun 
and kill process. The carcass is stimulated during the bleeding process or after the bleeding 
process is completed, location of the ES system is dependent on the manufacturer.   ES systems 
stimulate the muscle with either direct current or alternating current, again, depending on the ES 
manufacturer.  Excessive voltages can mechanically tenderize the muscle by creating tears 
throughout the muscle [30],  but these tears can lead to excessive yield losses in a deboning 
operation by leaving meat on the skeleton that can no longer be sold with the fillet.   
 Depletion of glycogen reserves in the PM muscle can be caused by thermal stress, catching at 
the farm, crating, transportation and other normal handling processes generating excitement in 
the bird [31].  As the glycogen reserves are depleted and pre-mortem glycolysis declines, there is 
a buildup of lactic acid causing an increase in pH that is ultimately associated with tougher meat 
[32].  Previous research also reported that the pH was not correlated to shear forces in the PM 
muscle but that there was a correlation between low glycogen levels and high shear forces [33].  
Lactic acid injected into the pectoralis profundus muscles from culled cows caused an increase 
in tenderness by weakening the perimysial connective tissue and increasing the activities of 
proteases [34]. The beef samples tested were injected with a 10% w/w 0.5M solution of lactic 
acid at 3 depths and vacuum packed. The samples were stored for 28 and 48 hours allowing time 
for the lactic acid to influence the textural properties of the beef muscle.  The final pH of the 24 
hour test beef was 4.9 as compared to the control sample pH of 5.5 [34].  Lee et al. (1979), [27] 
reported a 24 hour pH of broiler PM to be between 5.58 and 5.51 leading to the conclusion that 
lactic concentrations in the broiler muscle may not be high enough to have a significant impact 




MATERIALS and METHODS 
Sample Collection 
Throughout the annual cumulative sampling process, 4,116 fillets were collected from 346 flocks 
from two production shifts in a commercial broiler operation.  The samples were processed to 
measure the cooked maximum shear values during a full calendar year.  There were some 
sporadic gaps in data due to unexpected downtime and scheduled plant shutdowns. Cobb 700 
birds finished to an average live weigh of 6.5 pounds were processed for this test.      
The first of the sample sets were collected early in the morning during the coolest part of the day, 
with the second sample set providing samples from birds transported in early afternoon hours, 
which typically associated to warmer portions of the day.  Afternoon transport temperatures were 
warmer than morning transport temperatures (P < 0.0001).   
Test sample size was typically twelve fillets, collected at the start of each shift for each 
production day.  Care was taken that the samples collected were from the same production time 
periods; this was critical to have samples that represented a single population of animals 
representing a sample set that was transported under identifiable weather conditions and of 
populations representing samples raised under the same animal husbandry practices.  Sample 
randomness of the birds was achieved in two ways. The first method is live birds are 
alternatingly unloaded from multiple trailers that hold birds collected from different locations in 
the same house.  The second method is from with the mechanical action of water recirculation 
and air agitation in the water chillers that are processing carcasses from two evisceration lines.   
Production gaps in the bird chillers were placed to provide lot to lot separation in the event of an 
upstream quality issue.  This practice allowed for separation of flocks corresponding to the time 
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the birds were transported allowed matching the sample with accurate weather conditions at the 
time of transport.   
Chilled carcasses are sized for weight and distributed to deboning lines for processing, the 
deboned fillets are split along the keel, trimmed and packaged in a typical fresh chicken foam 
tray.  Sample sets were collected after final package chilling and placed in a commercial 
refrigerator maintaining a temperature below 40 °F for a 24 hour period before sample 
processing.  The 24 hour wait period is designed to simulate the minimum time the consumer 
could use the product.  
By nature of the packaging process of fillets from sized birds, shoulder thickness were consistent 
in thickness reducing the variability in cook times.  Reduction in cook time variability reduced 
the opportunity for excessive cooking of unusually thin portions that could be mixed with thick 
portions. This process served to improve the precision of measured variation and maximum shear 
values throughout the sample sets.  All samples were trimmed, eliminating excess fat and free 
from visual defect.   
Sample Process Determination  
Two methods of cooking the samples were evaluated to determine if there would be a tenderness 
difference associated with cooking on a metal tray covered with foil or in a covered ceramic 
dish.  Three sets of 12 butterflies from three different farms were split longitudinal through the 
keel with one side processed using a metal tray covered with foil and the twin portion cooked in 
a covered ceramic cooking dish.  The foil cover was intentionally fixed so contact with the 
portion was ensuring increased consistency in sample processing.  Samples were cooled to room 
temperature and analyzed for maximum shear values.  There was no apparent difference in 
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maximum shear values between the two cooking methods.  This test defined that all future 
samples would be processed on a foil covered metal tray.  
An analysis was also conducted to determine if one side of the butterfly was inherently tougher 
than the twin portion.  Three sets of 12 butterflies from three different farms were longitudinally 
split down the keel with the genetically identical samples individually labeled and cooked in the 
same oven together on a foil covered metal tray.  Left and right samples from the same butterfly 
were sheared in a Warner-Bratzler fixture and there was no apparent difference in shear between 
the opposing sides.   
Sample Processing 
After the 24 hour hold period, all fillet samples collected for sampling were placed on a standard 
teflon® coated metal cooking sheet that was sprayed with a non-stick coating and lined with 
aluminum foil.  The food contact surface of the foil was also coated with a non-stick coating. 
The fillet sections were placed so that the shoulder of the thickest part was oriented at a known 
corner of the tray.  This orientation was done so the technician could pierce the thickest sample 
through the foil for temperature measurement.  This process kept the cook environment uniform 
and prevented the technician processing the samples from exposure to potential vapor burns.  
The trays were completely covered with aluminum foil sized and the foil securely sealed to the 
lips and edged of the cooking sheet to form a tight seal.     
A conventional, non-convection oven was preheated to 350 °F (Frigidaire freestanding electric 
range/oven) with the oven racks placed so sample trays were evenly spaced in the center of the 
oven.  Samples were cooked to temperatures ranging between 170 °F to 175 °F as measured in 
the center of the shoulder of the largest sample.  
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After reaching the aforementioned temperature, the cooked trays of covered product were 
removed from the oven and allowed to naturally cool in an open air environment to room 
temperature prior to sample preparation and testing.  Trays were kept covered throughout the 
cooling process to reduce drying of the sample surface.  Cooling the samples prior to processing 
eliminated the likelihood of burning the technician responsible for conducting the shear tests and 
prevented uncontrollable moisture loss due to product evaporation. This method of cooling the 
samples for processing improves shear precision compared to processing hot samples. Hot 
samples when sectioned would rapidly change temperature and add unnecessary variability to the 
process.  Previous testing demonstrated a 3% to 5% sample moisture loss during shear 
processing by weight during open air cooling of sample sections.  Samples that were cooked and 
cooled but not processed immediately were wrapped in plastic wrap and stored in a commercial 
refrigerator at a temperature less than 40 0F.  Tests were conducted to determine if samples 
wrapped in a typical plastic wrap and held overnight yielded different shear values as samples 
not held overnight.  Three sets of 12 butterflies from three different farms were longitudinally 
split down the keel with the genetically identical samples individually labeled and cooked on a 
foil covered metal tray. One side of the butterfly was sheared after cooling, the twin was held 
overnight in a plastic wrap and sheared using a Warner-Bratzler fixture after warming to room 
temperature. There was no difference in shear between the same sides of the butterfly.  This 
leads to the conclusion that cooked meat samples if properly packaged and held at temperatures 
less than 40 0F will provide meaningful data if shear testing is conducted after allowing the 
sample to warm to room temperature.  
I observed on numerous occasions that the samples with dry areas on the surface of the meat as 
indicated by muscled fiber separation would pull apart during the shearing process and wedge in 
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the Warner-Bratzler knife fixture causing excessive high shear readings that were not indicative 
of the samples’ actual shear value.  These false high shear values lead us to shear each sample 
twice, with the two values averaged to provide a representative result. In the event there was a 
shear value three times greater than the second cut from the same sample, the high value was 
removed from the analysis.  Culling of data was used, but was an infrequent event throughout the 
dataset used throughout this project.  The general rule used to remove what is considered 
erroneous data is defined as an unusually high shear value and a low shear value on the same 
cooked sample.   
The logic for the removal of data is as follows: If Si * 2 < Sii with Sii  ≥ 10 the data point Sii is 
removed from the data steam and the single data identified as Si is the recorded data.  
Where:   
Si is a unique maximum shear value. 
Sii is the second maximum shear value from the same fillet sample.  
Shear Sample Preparation 
A 20 mm wide stainless steel fixture was used to precisely section parallel samples cut with the 
grain of the cooked muscle.  A single 20mm wide sample was removed from the humeral 
insertion and terminating at the anterior end of the keel.  Those samples that were thicker than 
the opening of the Warner-Bratzler mandrel were trimmed by cutting with the grain of the meat 
on the non-membrane side of the sample.  Testing of identically processed and identical genetic 
pectoralis major muscles were performed to verify that trimming the non-membrane side of the 
muscle did not have an impact on the maximum shear value; testing verified it was acceptable to 
trim the sample to fit the fixture.  All samples used in shear testing were cooked, figure 1.1 
depicting the portion of the fillet were the sample was removed. The solid lines represent the 
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section of fillet removed for evaluation, the dashed lines are the relative shear lines that provided 
maximum shear values for the sample.  The sectioning of the cooked fillet was based on a similar 
model presented by Lyon et al. (1996) [35]. 
Individual cooked samples were placed approximately a third of the way into a benchtop 
Warner-Bratzler shear press and the maximum shear value recorded.  The same sample was 
again shear 1/3 of the way from the opposing end of the sample.  Figure 1.1 shows relative cut 
positions on a raw fillet; the two values were averaged and the average value recorded.  All 
sample data was collected from cooked samples; the raw image provides a clear location for 
sample collection and cut location.  
Care was taken that the samples collected were consistently from the same production time 
periods; this was critical to have samples that represented a single population of animals 
representing a sample set that was transported under identified weather conditions.  Random 
collection of samples was indicative of the production process due to coop mixing as the birds 
are entered into the production system, mixing in the carcass chilling system, and weigh sorting 
in the deboning process.  Shear data was recorded in Microsoft Excel and all statistical analysis 
conducted with SAS Version 9.3. 
Environmental Data 
The test data was collected from a manufacturing site located in Accomack County VA, 
approximately seven miles from the Atlantic Ocean, providing variation in seasonal temperatures 
and weather conditions.  Shift one transport temperatures ranged from a low of 11 0F to high of 
83 0F.  Shift two transport temperatures ranged from a low of 27 0F to high of 100 0F. Transport 
times to the processing facility were typically held below 2 hours.  
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Environmental data was extracted from a historical database managed by an internet based 
weather channel with accessible historical data.  Values for temperature and humidity from a 
local weather station were assigned for each respective shift and day of production.  
Relationships between the average individual flock maximum shear values and average flock 
standard deviation for the flocks were examined for possible interaction with transport 
temperature, production shift, weather that is classified as “rainy” or “sunny” and air energy.  
Historical values for temperature, humidity and weather conditions were collected for each 
respective transport time and day of production.  The energy of the air was calculated using air 
temperature and relative humidity data and is expressed in British Thermal Units (btu).  
The energy of the air was calculated using air temperature and relative humidity data and is 
expressed as BTU per pound of dry air (btu/lbmda).  The equation derived for this calculation is 
noted below: 
Air Energy (btu)  = (0.24*AIR TEMPERATURE )+(0.62198*(RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
/100)*(EXP((-10440.4/(AIR TEMPERATURE +459.67)-11.29465-0.02702235*(AIR 
TEMPERATURE +459.67)+0.00001289036*(AIR TEMPERATURE +459.67)^2-
0.000000002478068*(AIR TEMPERATURE +459.67)^3+6.545967*(LN(AIR 
TEMPERATURE +459.67)))))/(14.7-(RELATIVE HUMIDITY /100)*(EXP((-10440.4/(AIR 
TEMPERATURE +459.67)-11.29465-0.02702235*(AIR TEMPERATURE 
+459.67)+0.00001289036*(AIR TEMPERATURE +459.67)^2-0.000000002478068*(AIR 
TEMPERATURE +459.67)^3+6.545967*(LN(AIR TEMPERATURE 
+459.67))))))*(1061+0.444*AIR TEMPERATURE )) [36]      
Where air temperature is the dry bulb temperature of the transport air and relative humidity is the 
water content of the air at the respective dry bulb temperature expressed in decimal format.  The 
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energy results from the aforementioned equation were validated on a psychrometric chart 
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The data sets analyzed in this discussion are from flock sample sets of approximately twelve 
fillet samples per flock.  Samples from 346 unique flocks compose the data used in the analysis 
presented.  There were 172 flocks sampled from the morning production shift and 174 flocks 
sampled from the afternoon production shift.  There were a total of 4,116 individual samples 
sheared during a consecutive twelve month period.  Individual sample shear data was 
investigated in looking for relationships between shear values and environmental conditions, it 
was seen that there was no significant correlation when this approach was used.  Examining 
flock breast meat maximum shear averages and flock breast meat shear standard deviations it 
became apparent that there was a pattern between the transport environment and the tenderness 
quality attribute of toughness.  This pattern directed analysis to be focused on flock average 
maximum shear force (kg) and the flocks’ associated standard deviation (kg) data, focus was not 
placed on an individual bird data.  
Initially flock data was examined without consideration to the time of transport or shift, it 
became apparent that with regards to maximum shear and maximum shear consistency of cooked 
breast meat sections, the flocks performed differently based on when they were transported and 
processed.   
There is a statistically significant relationship between the time of transport (shift) and the 
maximum shear average for a flock (P = 0.0092).  There is a statistically significant relationship 
between the standard deviation flocks’ shear values and time of transport (shift) (P < 0.0001).   
The classification of weather as classified rainy and sunny and transport time was also 
considered as a factor on flock shear analysis.  There is no interaction with weather and 
maximum flock shear within a shift (P = 0.1630). There is an interaction with weather and 
maximum flock shear between shifts (P = 0.0074).  There is no interaction with weather and 
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maximum flock shear standard deviation within a shift (P = 0.2021).  There is an interaction with 
weather and maximum flock standard deviation between shifts (P < 0.0001).  
Table 1.0 provides a summary of the flock average shear annual values and flock annual standard 
deviation values. Table 2.0 provides a statistical summary of flock interaction between shear, 
shear standard deviation and transport air conditions. 
Transport air temperature and air energy were binned into 4 0F and 2.5 btu increments 
respectively, for analysis with shear and shear variation under the aforementioned weather states 
combining data from both shifts.  There was no interaction between transport air temperature 
during sunny conditions and shear values (P = 0.7775).  There was an interaction between shear 
standard deviation and transport air temperature in sunny conditions (P < 0.001).  There was 
interaction between transport air temperature during rainy conditions and shear values (P = 
0.0371).  There was an interaction between shear standard deviation and transport air 
temperature in sunny conditions (P < 0.0001).  There was no interaction between transport air 
energy during sunny conditions and shear values (P = 0.6259).  There was an interaction between 
shear standard deviation and transport air energy in sunny conditions (P < 0.0001).  There was no 
interaction between transport air energy during rainy conditions and shear values (P = 0.9548). 
There was an interaction between shear standard deviation and transport air energy in sunny 
conditions (P = 0.0369).     
Transport temperature  
Interaction between maximum shear values and transport temperatures for the entire population 
of 346 flocks failed to reach significance at the 95% confidence level. (P = 0.2178).   
Examining the flock shear by shifts indicated that there was an interaction between the transport 
environment and cooked breast meat shear values.  The average annual maximum shear values 
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for shift 1 (N = 172) and shift 2 (N = 174) were 7.9 kg and 8.2 kg respectively.  Examination of 
the data by shift indicates there is a significant relationship between flock average shear values 
and shift (P = 0.0092).  Figures 1.3 and 1.4 are graphical representations by shift of transport 
temperatures and the flock maximum shear data respectively for shift one and shift two. 
There is a strong indication that warmer transport temperatures appear to lower average flock 
shear standard deviation.  Overall the annual afternoon temperatures were significantly warmer 
as compared to morning temperatures (P < 0.0001).  The average first shift maximum shear 
standard deviation value for 12 months was calculated to be 3.45 kg (N= 172).  Figure 1.5 
provides a graphical representation of the interaction of transport temperature and flock standard 
deviation.  Second shift maximum shear standard deviation value for the same 12 months was 
calculated to be 1.78 kg (N= 174).  Figure 1.6 provides a graphical representation of the 
interaction of transport temperature and flock standard deviation for shift two.  A Duncan 
Difference test indicated there was a significant difference between flock standard deviation 
values between the first and second shifts.  A GLM test also indicated an interaction between 
maximum shear standard deviation and shift. (P < 0.0001)  There was no significant interaction 
between transport air temperature and average flock shear when examining all data from shifts 
one and two (P = 0.2178).  Significance was found within shift one flock shear data and transport 
air temperature (P = 0.0355).  A significant relationship between flock shear standard deviation 
and transport air temperature was found when examining flock data from both shifts (P < 
0.0001). 
The response of shear and shear standard deviation with transport temperature was also analyzed 
by placing transport temperature into 4 0F bins.  This 4 0F degree of separation provided 20 bins 
for evaluation.  Average shear and average flock standard deviation response with their 
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respective bins are shown in figure 1.16.  Regression analysis using binned data failed to reach a 
significant relationship between transport temperature and shear (P = 0.3715).  There was a 
significant relationship found between the binned data of transport air temperature and shear 
standard deviation (P < 0.0001).  
Air Energy  
Transport air energy was significantly higher during shift two with respect to air energy during 
shift one  (P < 0.0001).  Figures 1.7 and 1.8 are graphical representations of the interaction of 
transport air energy and the standard deviation of flocks for shift one and shift two respectively.  
Even though there is a significant difference between shift and flock maximum shear, there is not 
an apparent interaction within either production shift between air energy levels and flock 
maximum shear values  (P = 0.8487).  Figures 1.9 and 1.10 are graphical representations of the 
interaction of transport air energy and the standard deviation of flocks for shift one and shift two 
respectively.  There is not a significant relationship between air energy and flock shear variation 
of cooked breast meat.  The statistical analysis using the GLM procedure indicates that an 
interaction between average flock tenderness standard deviation and the transport air energy for 
combined production shift exists (P < 0.0001). 
The response of shear and shear standard deviation with transport air energy was also analyzed 
by placing transport temperature into 2.5 Btu bins.  This 2.5 Btu degree of separation provided 
21 bins for evaluation.  Average shear and average flock standard deviation response with their 
respective bins are shown in figure 1.17.  Regression analysis using binned data failed to reach a 
significant relationship between transport temperature energy and shear (P =0.5932).  There was 
a significant relationship found between the binned data of transport air energy and shear 






Table 1.0  
Summary of shear, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and ranges with respect to environmental transport conditions by shift 




Shift  1                    Cumulative Shear 
(kg) 
Sunny       
Shear (kg) 
Rainy      
Shear (kg) 
Sunny         St 
Dev (kg) 
Rainy            
St Dev (kg) 
Transport Air 
Energy (btu) 
N  172 123 49 123 49 172 
Average 7.9 7.69 8.37 3.32 3.77 17.92 
St Dev 3.5 1.33 1.54   7.72 
Maximum 11.1 11.1 11.7 5.9 6.6 33.4 
Minimum 1.2 3.2 5.6 1.2 1.2 5.17 
Range 9.9 7.2 6.1 4.7 5.4 28.23 
Shift  2                    Cumulative  Shear 
(kg) 
Sunny       
Shear (kg) 
Rainy      
Shear (kg) 
Sunny         
St Dev (kg) 
Rainy            
St Dev (kg) 
Transport Air 
Energy (btu) 
N  174 118 56 118 56 174 
Average 8.2 8.19 8.20 1.71 1.8 34.08 
St Dev 1.8 0.74 0.68   13.5 
Maximum 10.8 10.8 9.9 3.5 3 60.16 
Minimum 3.2 6.5 6.7 0.7 0.9 9.89 













Overall statistical results of transport air temperature (0F) and transport air energy (btu) by shift and transport weather condition and 





Point to Point 







Rain   
Air Energy  
Sun 
Air Energy   
Rain   
Air 
Temperature    
Sun 
Air 
Temperature    
All Shifts Shear 346 P = 0.2178 P = 0.8487 P = 0.3279 P = 0.3083 P =0.0699 P = 0.8901 
All Shifts SD 346 P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 P = 0.0019 P < 0.0001 P =0.0005 P < 0.0001 
Within Shift 1 Shear 172 P = 0.0355 P < 0.0997 P = 0.2278 P = 0.1561 P = 0.0602 P = 0.2992 
Within Shift 2 Shear  174 P = 0.2481 P = 0.2102 P = 0.3033 P = 0.3632 P = 0.3752 P = 0.7962 
Within Shift 1 Shear 
SD 
172 P = 0.0996 P = 0.2484 P = 0.5029 P = 0.2956 P = 0.0853 P = 0.3033 
Within Shift 2 Shear 
SD 
174 P = 0.2104 P = 0.2517 P = 0.2351 P = 0.9604 P = 0.1467 P = 0.5822 
        






Rain   
Air Energy  
Sun 
Air Energy  
Rain   
Air 
Temperature    
Sun 
Air 
Temperature    
All Shifts Shear 346 P = 0.3483 P = 0.5932 P = 0.9548 P = 0.6260 P = 0.0371 P = 0.7775 























































Figure 1.10    Shift 2 Transport air energy relationship with maximum shear standard deviation (kg) of cooked breast muscle 
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Weather as defined “Sunny” or “Rainy”  
There was no interaction between weather and maximum flock shear within each shift  (P = 
0.1630).  Figures 1.11 and 1.12 are graphical representations of the interaction of weather as 
classed as rainy and sunny with the average maximum shear of flocks for shift one and shift two 
respectively. There was an interaction between weather and maximum shear between shifts (P = 
0.0074).  Figures 1.13 and 1.14 are graphical representations of the interaction of weather as 
classed as rainy and sunny with the standard deviation of flocks for shift one and shift two 
respectively. There was no interaction between air temperature during rainy weather and 
maximum flock shear within shift one. (P = 0.0602).  There was no interaction between air 
temperature during rainy weather and maximum flock shear within shift two (P = 0.3752).  There 
was no interaction between air temperature during rainy weather and maximum flock shear 
standard deviation within shift one (P = 0.0602).  There was no interaction between air 
temperature during rainy weather and maximum flock shear standard deviation within shift two 
(P = 0.0853).  There was no interaction between air energy during rainy weather and maximum 
flock shear within shift one (P = 0.2278).  There was no interaction between air energy during 
rainy weather and maximum flock shear within shift two (P = 0.3033).  There was no interaction 
between air energy during rainy weather and maximum flock shear standard deviation within 
shift one (P = 0.5029).  There was no interaction between air energy during rainy weather and 
maximum flock shear standard deviation within shift two (P = 0.2351).  There was an interaction 
between standard deviation and weather between shifts (P < 0.0001).  
Flocks transported during rainy weather had slightly higher shear values and slightly higher 
standard deviation values than flocks transported during no rain conditions. See table 1.0 for 
numeric details.  
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The response of shear and shear standard deviation with weather defined as sunny was also 
analyzed by placing transport temperatures into 4 0F bins.  This 4 0F degree of separation 
provided 19 bins for evaluation of sunny conditions.  Average shear and average flock standard 
deviation response with their respective bins are shown in figure 1.18.  Regression analysis using 
binned data failed to reach a significant relationship between transport temperature during sunny 
conditions and shear (P = 0.6260).  There was a significant relationship found between the 
binned sunny data of transport air temperature and shear standard deviation (P < 0.001).   
Regression analysis using binned data reached significance between transport temperature during 
rainy conditions and shear (P = 0.0371).  There was a significant relationship found between the 
binned rainy data of transport air temperature and shear standard deviation (P < 0.0001).  
Shear and shear standard deviation with weather defined as rainy was also analyzed by placing 
transport air energy into bins of 2.5 Btu.  This 2.5 Btu separation provided 12 bins for evaluation 
of rainy conditions.  Average shear and average flock standard deviation response with their 
respective bins are shown in figure 1.19.  Regression analysis using binned data failed to reach a 
significance between transport air energy during rainy conditions and shear (P = 0.9548).  There 
was a significant relationship found between the binned data of rainy transport air energy and 
shear standard deviation (P=0.0370).  There were 21 bins used in regression analysis for sunny 
weather between transport air energy, average bin shear and average bin standard deviation. The 
binned data failed to reach a significant relationship between transport temperature during sunny 
conditions and shear (P = 0.6260).  There was a significant relationship found between the 



























































Figure 1.18 Weather classed in Rain vs. Sun for both Shifts Transport Temperature in 40F Bins impact on Shear (Kg) and 







Figure 1.19 Weather classed in Rain vs. Sun for both Shifts Transport Air Energy in 2.5 Btu Bins impact on Shear (Kg) and 




The use of flock shear data across a consecutive calendar year was used as a means of 
determining if relationships exist between transport air temperatures, air energy, weather with the 
quality attribute of tenderness of cooked breast meat and tenderness variation between flocks.  
Flock shear data, not specific bird shear samples were used in all of the analysis expressed in this 
document to account for the impact of individual farm animal husbandry practices and housing 
conditions.  The broiler houses used for growing birds that provided the shear data for this 
analysis were tunnel houses cycling flocks for production between four to five times per year.  
The frequency of turns indicate that flocks from available houses provided flocks through all 
seasons providing additional variation in the data.  Production practices provided random 
samples from the flock populations by alternating cage loading to the bird dumper between 
trailers and through the mixing action of the bird spin chillers.  Randomizing the population in 
production provides the best available representative sample of the population helping in filtering 
out data noise from bird location in the house during grow out, time on trailer after catch, time in 
house during catch. Twelve birds from each house is the best available representation of the 
population given the sample processing constraints.  The overall number of samples throughout 
the testing combined with the random mixing in production aligned with consumer comments on 
meat that was perceived as tough.  The alignment between qualitative and quantitative shear 
results indicate that the sampling process provides valuable information for analysis and 
management practices.   
There were uncontrollable variables that occurred throughout the year such as transport time, 
transport noise, variations of inertia with the trailer during transport, relative position of the coop 
on the transport truck, and time the loaded trailer was required to wait in the production holding 
sheds prior to processing.  The shear data collected was consistently processed in a controlled 
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environment by trained technicians; interactions between the dependent and independent 
variables should have a high degree of reliability that could potentially lead to solutions that will 
improve the quality of broiler meat.  
Initial data analysis was done using the dependent variable of individual bird shear data with the 
specific independent variables of temperature, air energy, and weather.  This strategy resulted in 
no meaningful data relationships leading to the conclusion that if relationships between shear and 
external stimuli existed, another method of examining the data would need to be used.  
Analyzing the flock data indicated that there were significant levels of impact on flock shear 
performance indicated by maximum shear values and maximum shear standard deviation with 
specific transport condition stimuli.  The impact of animal husbandry practices, transport times 
as well as other external conditions imposed on the flocks during catch and transport are not 
directly investigated in this research.  Research results will be presented in a following chapter 
that show a potential interaction between the impact of the flocks’ house micro environment and 
the flocks’ cooked breast meat characteristics regarding tenderness.   
Analysis of the data from 346 flocks across two production shifts clearly indicate that there is a 
relationship between transport temperature, weather and flock shear values. Exposure of birds to 
extreme temperatures have been found to cause high fillet shear values [23].  The results from 
the tests presented in this research indicate that birds exposed to colder transport temperatures 
are significantly tougher than birds handled at warmer temperatures. Petracci et al. (2001) [2], 
indicates that fillet shear values from two hour post mortem birds yield significantly more tender 
fillets than birds held at higher temperatures.   
The test procedures from the data presented in this paper were held for 24 hours prior to 
processing; the increased hold time changed the characteristic of the meat with regards to 
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tenderness.  The inverse relationship between transport air temperature and the standard 
deviation of the flocks is a key finding in this research.  Decreased transport air temperatures are 
shown to cause a significant increase in the degree of variation of maximum shear values within 
a flock.  The combined shift 1 and shift 2 flock data was further analyzed by creating flock data 
bins in increments of 4 0F for analysis.  Analyzing the data with this method presented no 
significant difference between transport air temperature and shear (P = 0.3483) for 346 flocks.  
There was a significant relationship found between air temperatures and the average standard 
deviation for the binned flock data (P < 0.0001).  Warmer air temperatures led to significantly 
lower flock shear standard deviations.  
The energy of the transport air did not have a significant influence on the maximum flock 
average shear values regardless of shift.  A Duncan Multiple Range Difference test was 
performed by grouping the calculated energy values of the transport air into increments of five, 
with air energy values ranging from 10 Btu’s to 65 Btu’s and comparing the maximum average 
flock shear and maximum flock shear standard deviation values indicated there was no 
interaction with the energy of the transport air with cooked breast meat tenderness for either shift 
one or shift two.  Within both production shifts, the energy of the air as a function of both 
sensible and latent energy components had no significant impact on the flock’s maximum shear 
values.  The combined shift 1 and shift 2 flock data was further analyzed by creating flock data 
bins in increments of 2.5 Btu for analysis.  Analyzing the data with this method presented no 
significant difference between transport air energy and shear (P = 0.5932).  There was a 
significant relationship found between air energy levels and the average standard deviation for 




This leads to the conclusion that warmer transport temperatures and associated higher energy air 
levels during transport is a primary environmental factor leading to an impact on the overall 
variation of cooked breast meat toughness.  Lonergan et al. (2010), [25] proposed that oxidized 
myofibular protein potentially led to increased disulfide and di-tyrosine protein cross linking 
leading to increased toughness in meat.  It is well known that cold air is denser and will contain 
an increased volume of oxygen.  Increased levels of oxygen in the muscle [25] and reduced 
glucose levels synergistically may led to an increase in both average flock shear and flock shear 
SD values.    
The impact of weather with regards to rain within a shift approached but failed to reach 
significance on shift one (P = 0.0620) on maximum average flock shear (kg) and failed to reach 
significance with average flock shear within shift two (P = 0.3752).  The impact of weather 
regarding rain transport conditions within shift one on the flocks average shear standard 
deviation approached but failed to reach significance (P = 0.0853).  Shear values for rainy 
conditions within shift two failed to indicate an interaction on flock shear standard deviation (P = 
0.1467).  This is an indication that the sensible temperature on the flock during transport may be 
a key component in the resulting flocks’ tenderness performance after processing. 
The difference in shear standard deviations between shifts appear to be largely affected by the 
transport temperature and the energy of the transport air.  There was not a strong relationship 
between flock standard deviation and weather as classified rainy or sunny. It appears that when a 
flocks’ transport environment is significantly changed from the grow-out environment where 
temperature and humidity are controlled, there is a significant measurable impact on the level of 
tenderness variation as measured by the standard deviation of the samples.  
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Binned flock data was also analyzed combing data from both shifts; significance between flock 
shear and rainy weather and air temperature approached significance (P = 0.0699).  A significant 
relationship between rainy weather, temperature and flock standard deviation (P = 0.0005). In 
both cases warmer air temperatures led to cooked fillets that were less tough with improved 
shear consistency.  Binned flock data was also analyzed combing data from both shifts; no 
significance between flock shear and sunny weather and air temperature was found (P = 0.7775).  
A significant relationship between sunny weather, temperature and flock standard deviation (P = 
0.001).  Warmer air temperatures during sunny transport conditions led to cooked fillets with 
improved shear consistency.   
It is reasonable to believe that other conditions such as transport time, impulsive loads to the 
transport trailer during live haul, road noise or others that deviate from the flock’s growth 
environment will serve to stress a portion of the population to a degree where meat texture is 
negatively impacted as defined by high shear values and excessive shear variation in the 
packaged meat.  It was reported that one possible explanation of increased stress is the impulsive 
movements of the birds in the cages during transport [37].  Interpretation that significance in 
maximum shear values was reached between the two production shifts leads to a potential 
relationship with other external stimuli on the flock’s performance.  External factors such as a 
different set of sounds that the bird is accustomed to or a difference in visual stimulation may 
contribute to observed differences in shear values.   
As birds are handled, caged and transported a portion of the population move from being stressed 
to becoming distressed and the sympatric nervous becomes active, triggering a fight or flight 
reaction [18].  The birds location on the truck, specifically animals located on the outside of the 
trailer are exposed to higher wind speeds, moisture from fog or rain and traffic noise, all of 
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which are significantly different than the environment how the bird has experienced life.  The 
results presented regarding relationships between transport temperatures and maximum shear 
values does not conflict with Dadgar et al. (2010) [23] who found that transport conditions of 
birds located in various location on the trailer and transported under temperature’s ranging from 
< 0 C to 30 C had no significant impact on average maximum shear values of the pectoralis 
major muscle; there was no mention in these results of the impact on shear variation due to cage 
location on the trailer and transport temperature.   
The normal industry process of catch and haul are stressful on a bird that has not experienced 
any significant level of stress during its life cycle.  Once distress is reached, epinephrine as well 
as norepinephrine both hormones and neurotransmitters belonging to the chemical class of 
catecholamine will be released  and are well known to break down glycogen to glucose at the 
tissue level and in the liver making immediate energy available to the muscle [13].  The 
increased available energy made available from the activation of a fight or fight response 
combined with the birds in a crate that is providing limited movement [18], will lead to the 
energy stores remaining available to the muscles during the transport phase of poultry 
production.  The excess available energy in a post mortem bird may act to lengthen or delay 
completion of rigor mortis leading to breast meat with higher maximum shear values creating 
increased shear variation within a flock.  The increased delay phase of rigor mortis and that some 
of the fillets are removed from the carcass without completing the conversion of muscle to meat 
will inherently have a higher probability of meat being perceived as tough.    
Literature references that colder temperatures lead to the birds decrease of their energy stores in 
maintaining body temperature [23] leading to a possible conclusion that the flocks may be 
capable of completing rigor at a higher rate during processing thus lower maximum shear values.  
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This is contrary to the findings of this research; large sample size of the data presented inherently 
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Chapter 2 Mineral analysis in broiler pectoralis major muscle and the relationship to 




This work investigated if there was any relationship between the mineral content of raw broiler 
breast meat and the resulting cooked shear levels of the same meat sample.  Samples from three 
geographic locations including eastern Kentucky, south central Missouri and central Arkansas.  
Samples were collected in the early morning hours for consistency.  Early morning sampling was 
done due to previous findings of higher flock SD shear values occurring during morning bird 
transport conditions.  The minerals investigated (Ca, Mg, P, K, Cu, Fe, Mn, Zn) are those found 
in varying amounts of most water supply systems providing drinking water to broiler flocks.  
Broiler breast meat may contain up to 75% water; investigating if a surplus or deficit of a 
specific mineral impacts cooked breast meat shear values would be valuable to the producer.  If a 
relationship were found, the drinking water could potentially be modified so the target mineral 
concentration in muscle could be controlled resulting in lower cooked breast meat shear values.  
From an individual analysis, the data from the three locations indicated weak positive 
relationships between Manganese, Potassium and Phosphorus with the cooked shear values of 
broiler breast meat.   
Examining average values between minerals and shear and shear SD there was some indication 
that there may be a relationship between the level of calcium in the drinking water and the flocks 






Food and water intakes of the broiler have been identified as having an impact on the textural 
characteristics on the resulting meat. Lyon et al. (2004) [1] reported broilers diets consisting of 
corn were significantly tenderer when compared to broilers with a wheat diet.  Minerals that are 
directly involved in muscle contraction are calcium, sodium, and magnesium. [2]  Deficiencies 
or excesses in calcium, sodium and magnesium along with other minerals found in the pectoral 
major muscle were analyzed and their respective maximum shear values and examined to 
determine if there was a relationship with the textural properties of the meat, specifically 
maximum shear force and shear variation.  Finding a relationship between a specific 
concentration of a mineral or groups of minerals in the raw portion and the cooked maximum 
shear values could provide an opportunity for the producer to treat the broilers drinking water 
with mineral supplements improving the quality of the final product through lower average 
breast meat maximum shear values, decreased shear variation within a flock delivering improved 
texture consistency.  Conversely, if there were a negative relationship between a mineral or 
group of minerals, the producer could take action to reduce the identified mineral or mineral 
combination.  Changes in water chemistry would be made only if there was no negative impact 
to the flocks’ wellbeing with the result of potentially reducing high maximum shear values and 








Diets Impact on Tenderness  
Dry Distillers grains (DDGS) are more available due to increased production of ethanol.  A diet 
of 8% DDGS with soy and corn compared to a soy corn control diet showed no impact on the 
tenderness of broiler breast meat [3].  Breast meat from wheat fed broilers was significantly 
tougher than broilers fed a corn diet. Similar birds fed milo were no different than either birds 
fed wheat [1].  Even though the shear values of the fillets were staticically different it was 
reported that there would be little practical differnce between the diets.  
Supplements of various stains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae added to a corn soy based diet has 
been shown to improve tenderness of raw poultry meat.  This decrease in toughness was most 
likely attributed to the prevention of glycogen depletion [4].  Ascorbic acid levels administered 
at four levels (0, 100, 200, 300 ppm) in the drinking water of during hot and cold seasons had no 
significant impact on meat quality [4].  Modifications to broiler diets are known to have 
physiologic effects in the resulting meat leading to the conclusion that there may be a potential 
relationship to relationship between the composition of feed and water compositions regarding 
tenderness. It is known that zinc, manganese, and copper have an impact on bird health and 
growth rates [5].  Diets low in available zinc is associated with low growth rates when compared 
to birds fed diets not deficient in this mineral.  Broilers fed diets with excessive zinc were 
showed to store the mineral in the tibia, but not in the liver.  Conversely birds grown with a diet 
deficient in zinc had higher levels of this mineral in the liver than birds grown with a diet high in 
zinc leading that the animal will regulate the availability of zinc to address vital bodily functions 
ahead of growth rate [6].  Increased levels of organically complexed copper, iron, manganese in 
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broiler tissue was also found in broilers with diets deficient in this mineral when compared to 
birds grown with an available abundance of these minerals in their diets [6]. 
Medicinal herbs such as St. John’s wort, small-flowered willow herb, sage and other herbs were 
found to have varying effects on mineral accumulations in the liver and meat tissues of broilers 
demonstrating that supplemental broiler diet ingredients can serve as a means for 
bioaccumulation of minerals in the protein structure of broilers [7].  To further the impact of diet 
additions, ginseng foliage added to a vegetable diet were also shown to have a positive impact on 
cook yields ranging from ½ to 1% on product cooked in a continuous steam oven compared to a 
dissimilar breed control. (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data) 
Dietary supplements of vitamin E  (α-tocopheryl acetate) when fed to broilers at varying levels 
throughout the growth cycle was found to have a positive impact on reducing lipid oxidation as 
indicated by measurements of thiobarbituric acid values. (TBA)  Feeding high levels of α-
tocopheryl acetate were responsible for  increased levels of α-tocopheryl acetate in tissue 
samples [8].  
Arginine and methionine additions to broiler diets increased the soluble collagen content without 
increasing the total collagen content in test broilers.  This change in collagen ratios  resulted in 
lower shear values that were attributed to a reduction in cross bridge development in the collagen 
structure [9]. 
Water Supply  
Water treatments can have an impact on meat quality; Broilers treated with a 0.5% Sodium 
Bicarbonate during periods of cyclical heat stress produced breast meat meat with lower shear 
values than water treated with a 0.5% Potassium Chloride, a combination of 0.5% KCL and 
0.5% NaHCO3 water treatment or water receiving no treatment  [10].  
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Improved weight gains and lower rectal temperatures were reported in birds reared in a hot 
environment with drinking water supplemented at a 0.6% KCL level.  It was assumed that 
weight gain was associated to reduce panting sending the energy that would be used for body 
temperature maintenance towards growth [11]. 
Broilers are approximately 70% water by composition; this water is found intracellular, 
extracellular and in the broilers plasma.  Water is introduced to the bird through consumption, 
and moisture from the feed.  Moisture retention occurs through the reabsorption in the kidneys 
and the rectum.  Moisture loss is through respiration, feces and urine [12].  Three causes of water 
balance in the broiler during periods of high temperatures was hypothesized as: 1) dry 
oropharyngeal receptors, 2) systemic dehydration, and 3) changes in the temperature of the 
hypothalamus [13]. 
Drinking water temperature impacts feed consumption; warm water in the cooler months and 
cool water in the warmer months help increase feed consumption.  Drinking water temperatures 
assist the bird in maintaining uniform body temperatures during periods of temperature extremes 
[12]. 
Feed / Water Withdrawal 
Feed withdrawal practices allow the feed in the crop to be digested and mostly passed from the 
bird to reduce fecal contamination during evisceration.  Typically birds are removed from feed 
for a total of 8 hours prior to processing; water is withdrawn just prior to the catching process. 
This is not to say that all of the birds in the flock have exactly been off feed for 8 hours.  Broilers 
eat on 4 hour cycles allowing for fewer feeders [14].  Modern houses are designed so that a 
percentage of the birds can feed at a single time.  Within the flock it is expected that a portion of 
the birds will be off feed for approximately 12 hours prior to catch, another set of birds will be 
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off feed for 8 hours with the balance of the flock somewhere in between.  This variability of 
available feed stores in the bird’s GI tract translates to varying levels of glycogen stores in the 
liver.  Feed withdrawal for 8 hours has been shown to cause glycogen depletion in the liver and 
breast muscle within three hours [15].  Glycogen is the base molecule that fuels ATP synthesis 
during the broilers life; up to 36 units of ATP are generated by one molecule of glycogen 
through each pass of the Krebs or citric acid cycle [16].  The Krebs cycle is halted once the bird 
is exsanguinated and oxygen is no longer available at the cellular level. Post mortem synthesis of 
ATP is through the inefficient process of glycolysis that drives increasing levels of lactic acid in 
the muscle that eventually halts the process after 4 hours, shutting down the synthesis of ATP 
[15].  The available energy levels in ante mortem broilers have a direct impact on the time of 
onset of rigor mortis [17]. 
Time off water (0 – 18h) has been reported not to have a significance influence on meat quality 
[18].  Mielnik et al. (1991), on the other hand found that meat tenderness decreased on extended 
periods (12 to 18 h) of feed and water withdrawal [19].  This could be interpreted that time off 









MATERIALS and METHODS 
 The birds were grown in commercial tunnel-ventilated houses from 3 different geographic 
regions; western Kentucky, eastern Missouri, and central Arkansas.  The target live weight for 
data set 1 and data set 2 was 6.8 pounds where the target live weigh for data set 3 was 5.4 
pounds. Cobb 700 broilers were used in all tests.  Sample size was consistent for each of the 
three sites, (N=106) with a collective sample size of 318.   
Evaluation of a breast shear values of carcasses with and without the humerus attached was 
conducted at the eastern Kentucky facility.  Thirty birds from 3 separate flocks that had a single 
wing removed in evisceration were collected and deboned off line.  The breast lobes from the 
same carcass were identified as pairs and labeled with and without wing. These like pairs were 
cooked and shear tested in a Warner-Bratzler shear fixture and the results compared.  On 
average, the side of the bird without a wing had higher cooked breast meat maximum shear 
values.  Carcasses without the humerus attached were shown to correlate with cooked breast 
shear values 0.75 kg higher than a carcass with the humerus attached during the production 
process.   
In all locations, typical poultry production procedures of catch, transport and yard management 
were utilized.  The animals were hand captured and transported to the processing facility in cages 
on open air trailers.  Samples from the respective flocks were naturally randomized at live 
receiving by typical production procedures.  Birds were unloaded from alternating trailers 
providing a mix of birds captured from various locations at the farm.  The birds were processed 
meaning live hang, stun, kill, bleed, pick, eviscerated and chilled using standard industry 
methods.  Once the birds completed the chilling process with internal meat temperatures less 
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than 40 °F, they were immediately deboned.  Samples were collected throughout the bird lot, 
with samples collected only from the right side of the bird from birds with the humerus intact.   
Breast meat from thirty carcass with both wings attached were collected from the production line 
exiting the spin chiller in three 15 minute intervals from each of the three plants, the nature of 
comingled birds in a water bath spin chiller transferred to a common hanging conveyor provided 
a high degree of random samples that were collected from at the start of a production period to 
ensure samples were collected from the same farm.  Samples were deboned from carcasses 
within 15 minutes of exiting the water bath chiller.  The samples were isolated in numbered 
sterile plastic bags and were layer packed in an ice chest in dry ice and transported to a 
laboratory for processing.  Sample processing was accomplished within two weeks of slaughter.   
The numbered samples were allowed to thaw to 28 °F so that the origin section from the terminal 
portion of the keel bone of the PM muscle could be easily sectioned.  This raw sample from each 
respective fillet was placed in a whirl pack bag and numbered to the corresponding fillet sample 
and immediately refrozen on a tray placed in a -10 °F commercial freezer.  The raw samples were 
analyzed for mineral and metal content using the protocol described by AOAC 968.08 and 
AOAC 990.08.  The hardware used to conduct the analysis was a Spectro (Ametek) inductively 
coupled optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES). 
The tempered fillet samples were sized, with similar sized fillets were placed on a gridded metal 
rack preventing the meat from contacting the cooking tray.  The fillets were completely covered 
and sealed to the cooking tray with aluminum foil to prevent moisture loss during processing.  A 
freestanding commercial convection oven (Rational model SCC 62 G) preheated to 350 °F dry 
bulb and 200 °F wet bulb with the oven racks placed so sample trays were evenly spaced in the 
oven.  Two trays were thermally processed at the same time; the trays were switched, top to 
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bottom and bottom to top as well as rotated approximately half way through the cooking process 
to provide even cooking.  Samples were cooked to a minimum of 170 °F but no hotter than 175 
°F. Cook temperatures were measured in the center of the shoulder of the largest sample through 
and integrated temperature connected to the ovens control system.  The temperature probe was 
penetrating through the foil into the shoulder of the thickest fillet immediately after placing the 
racks in the oven providing for a consistent cooking environment.   
Cooked trays of covered product were removed from the oven and allowed to naturally cool to 
room temperature prior to sample preparation and testing.  Trays were kept covered throughout 
the cooling process to reduce drying of the sample surface.  The cooling process typically takes 
approximately 2 hours for the samples to reach room temperatures. Due to the volume of 
samples the cooked fillets were cooked and cooled covered in a typical food grade plastic wrap 
and stored in a commercial refrigerator at a temperature less than 400 F for shear processing the 
following day.  The chilled samples were removed from the cooled for approximately 4 hours 
allowing the samples  to reach room temperature prior to cover removal and shear testing.   
A 20 mm width sample was removed from the fillet using a rectangular stainless steel fixture. 
The sample cut was made starting at the insertion and ending at the origin portion of the fillet 
ensuring the cut was parallel with the directions of the muscle fibers. The individual tempered 
samples maximum shear force was measured twice on a Stable Micro Systems model TA HD 
Plus Texture Analyzer fitted with a Warner-Bratzler fixture and the resulting measurements 
averaged and the result recorded.  The samples were cut at approximately one third down the 
length of the strip. The two sample shears were averaged to express a representative shear force. 
(See figure 2.0 in chapter 1 for the cut diagram of a cooked fillet used for shear analysis) 
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Corresponding raw tissue samples from the processed samples were measured for the following 
eight elements: 






7) Manganese  
8) Zinc  
These elements were selected specifically due to the ability of these minerals to vary with the 
water supplies of the farms.  Table 2.0 is the data representation of the analysis of the broiler 
water supplies from the three farms where the samples were grown.  Data was examined as a 
point to point comparison looking at specific cooked fillet shear values and the respective 










There was no significant relationship between any element specifically or combinations of 
elements.  The strongest relationship was between calcium and shear; the R2  value was 
calculated to be less than 10% leaving in excess of  90 % of any variation unexplainable.  Shear 
data was recorded in Microsoft Excel and with statistical analysis conducted with SAS Version 
9.3.  Table 2.1 is a data summary expressed in averages, standard deviations, maximum and 
minimum values of the resulting chemical analysis for each of the raw samples ( N=106 per 
farm) as well as the corresponding cooked fillet shear results for three plant locations.  Jeon et al. 
(2010) [20], reported breast meat in native breeds analyzed (N=10) from North Korea and South 
Korea had higher levels of Ca, Fe, and Mg than that of a commercial broiler breed; the specific 
commercial breed was not identified.  Zn levels in the commercial breed was nearly twice that of 
the native species analyzed.  It is difficult to make comparisons between Jeons’ mineral data and 
texture and the results with the data presented in this paper as Jeons’ results were defined in 
terms of hardness, springiness, cohesiveness, gumminess, and chewiness and not from a 
comparative method used to measure texture in the data presented in this paper.  This is 
mentioned as it was the single reference found between cooked meat texture and mineral content.  
Suchy et al. (2002) [21], tested for levels of Ca, P, and Mg in hybrid combinations (Ross 308, 
Cobb and Hybro).  The levels if the aforementioned elements were similar in concentrations 
between the breeds.  In the literature reviewed, there were no reported results between mineral 
data and textural properties of the samples.   
Data was analyzed using the Pearson’s correlation to determine if there was a relationship 
between the specific mineral content of the raw meat samples and the respective cooked shear 
values.   The Pearson correlation coefficients (r) for shear vs. mineral content is reported in Table 
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2.2.  Using the simple linear regression procedure (SAS v 9.3) with the shear held as the 
dependent variable no significant relationships were found for any mineral level and cooked 
shear values.  There was no magnesium variation found in all raw samples tested.   
Figures 2.0 through 2.17 are graphical representations of the cooked shear values and mineral 
content.  The data was sorted based on the shear values from highest to lowest with the 
respective mineral content for each sample assigned accordingly.  This method graphically 
demonstrates the lack of relationship between the individual mineral content concentrations of 














Average mineral values of livestock drinking water by farm where the poultry samples were collected  
 
 
Plant 1  Plant 2 Plant 3     
Mineral   ppm ppm ppm     
Iron  0.06 <0.05   <0.05      
Zinc  0.12 0.06 0.33     
Calcium  5.26 2.09 22.84     
Copper  <0.25  <0.25  <0.25      
Magnesium 1.41 1.55 2.4     
Manganese  <0.25  <0.25   <0.25      
Phosphorus  5 5 5     
Potassium  2.29 2.72 3.53     







Table 2.1  
Data Summary of flock cooked breast meat shear (kg) and corresponding mineral content of the respective raw muscle 
 




















Average  4.05 0.01 0.02 0.18 0.27 0.04 1.64 4.61 1.00 5.41 
St-Dev 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.37 0.01 1.05 2.32 0.00 1.84 
Max 8.64 0.01 0.03 0.22 0.32 0.08 6.00 16.00 1.00 11.00 
Min 1.82 0.01 0.02 0.14 0.21 0.02 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 
Plant 2           
Average  4.44 0.01 0.03 0.20 0.30 0.04 1.68 4.73 1.00 6.08 
St-Dev 1.62 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.87 1.72 0.00 1.97 
Max 9.94 0.01 0.03 0.23 0.35 0.08 4.00 13.00 1.00 15.00 
Min 2.25 0.01 0.02 0.15 0.24 0.03 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 
Plant 3           
Average  6.91 0.02 0.02 0.19 0.28 0.05 1.15 5.24 1.00 5.94 
St-Dev 3.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.41 1.56 0.00 1.15 
Max 21.37 0.07 0.03 0.22 0.33 0.06 3.00 15.00 1.00 11.00 







Pearson’s correlation values for tested minerals in raw samples compared with respective cooked fillet shear values 
 
Independent Variable Pearson’s coefficient Correlation 
Calcium -0.11 Very Weak Negative 
Manganese 0.25 Weak Positive 
Phosphorus 0.25 Weak Positive 
Potassium 0.20 Weak Positive 
Sodium -0.005 Very Weak Negative 
Copper -0.12 Very Weak Negative 
Iron -0.15 Very Weak Negative 
Magnesium 0 No significance in 
detectable levels 

















Independent Variable Probability of a type 1 
error  (false positive) 
Calcium P = 0.4566 
Manganese P = 0.0803 
Phosphorus P = 0.0824 
Potassium P = 0.1685 
Sodium P = 0.9681 
Copper P = 0.4006 
Iron P = 0.9197 
Magnesium No significance in 
detectable levels 



















































































































































There was no apparent significant relationship between the specific measured elements of the 
breast meat samples and the respective maximum shear values.  Calkins et al. (1988) [22] 
discussed the importance of calcium dependent proteases on the aging process of muscle during 
the conversion to meat.  This is not to say that there could be no specifically induced or reduced 
minerals in the broilers drinking water or the diet at times during grow out at levels that would 
not be harmful to the broiler that would lead to improved texture.  
Drinking water from all three farms examined contained similar levels of the minerals under 
consideration with the exception of the birds processed in plant three.  The drinking water from 
the farm supplying live birds to plant three had the highest measured level of calcium  in the 
drinking water at 22.84 ppm compared to 5.26 ppm and 2.09 ppm for plants one and two 
respectively.  Feed data was not available for this research; the proprietary nature of feed 
formulations are made specifically levels of micro-ingredients and supplement content and level. 
The feed may have played a role in the mineral concentrations of the raw tissue samples and may 
have been different from plant to plant precluding meaningful conclusions.   
The associated average shear for plant 1 was 6.91 kg and an average SD of 3.01 kg.  The average 
raw muscle calcium level for plant 3 was 0.2%, or double that of the calcium levels found in raw 
meat samples from plants one and two.  Shear values for plants one and two were 4.05 kg and 
4.44 kg respectively.  The SD for plants one and two were 1.26 kg and 1.62 kg respectively.  
Through graphic and statistical analysis there is no clear relationship between individual cooked 
shear values and the associated raw muscle calcium levels, examining the results on average, 
would lead to a possible relationship between calcium levels in the drinking water and flock 
shear values.  This potential relationship does not account for transport temperatures, location of 
the bird in the house or any other variable that could shift the shear values higher than the other 
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plants examined in this test.  Table 2.3 states that the probability for a type I error for any 
relationship between calcium levels and cooked fillet shear values is P = 0.4566.  This high 
chance for no interaction between the levels of calcium in the raw muscle and cooked fillet shear 
values does not take into consideration other calcium dependent biochemical needs of 
maintaining homeostasis in the broilers that may impact final meat quality.  Further examination 
with a highly controlled study of the impact on calcium levels in drinking water and a potential 
relationship to fillet shear may be warranted.  
Calcium ions are the initiator for muscle contraction [23] during rigor mortis there may be a link 
to an increased availability of calcium ions and increased muscle shortening during rigor mortis.  
A weak relationship was independently displayed between manganese and phosphorus and 
maximum shear.  Data analysis represented in table 2.3 indicated the relationship of manganese 
to maximum shear (P = 0.0803) and the relationship of phosphorus to maximum shear (P = 
0.0824).  The Pearson correlation represented in table 2.2 indicated a weak positive relationship 
(r = 0.25) between magnesium levels and maximum shear values.  The Pearson correlation in 
table 2.2 indicated a weak positive relationship (r = 0.25) between phosphorous levels and 
maximum shear values.  The remaining minerals interaction with cooked fillet shear values were 
very weak or non-existent, indicating that there may be an issue with the resolution of the data 
around mineral concentration or these minerals have no impact on meat quality.  The weak 
positive relationship of phosphorus levels in the raw samples may be associated with the level of 
phosphocreatine in the sample.  It is well known that phosphocreatine is synthesized in 
mitochondria where it donates a high energy phosphate to form ATP from ADP during rigorous 
muscle activity [24].   
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Acute stress on animals are associated with the immediate release of energy stores from the liver 
is linked to the activation of the sympatric nervous system [25].  Further testing of water 
chemistry or diet manipulation focusing on adjusting levels of these elements may produce 
conclusive relationships one way or another.  
It appears there may be a relationship between high levels of sodium in drinking water leading to 
a measurable impact on meat quality, further testing would have been conducted in a controlled 
environment to augment the farms water supply with varying levels of sodium to assess the 
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Chapter 3   
Commercial broiler life cycle stress as measured through norepinephrine levels in primary 
flight feathers and the relationship to maximum shear strength of cooked breast meat 
 
ABSTRACT 
This research is an initial look at the relationship between chronic stress and cooked breast meat 
shear values in a commercial broiler operation utilizing a modern tunnel closed wall grow out 
operation.  Cooked breast meat shear was also evaluated by what section of the house the bird 
reached maturity during growth.  Broilers exposed to acute stress exhibit physiological decreases 
in blood glucose levels, increased cortisol levels and higher H:L levels through activation of the 
HPA axis.  Historical activation of the HPA axis or chronic stress are recorded in the growing 
feathers through the vascular system.  Through extraction and detection of specific stress 
hormones is possible providing a historical image what level of stress each animal has 
experienced in its life.  The extraction process used in this research extracted norepinephrine at a 
relatively high efficiency compared to other known stress hormones, more work needs to be 
done to determine if further modification to hormone extraction in flight feathers can lead to 
increased sensitivity in hormone detection.  Installing fences after brooding in a modern grow 
out house isolates sub populations of the whole population in to groupings where the impact 
varying environmental conditions can be evaluated against chronic stress and cooked breast 
shear values.  It was found that there is a significant difference in cooked shear values of the 
flocks in one of the four sections as well as significantly higher levels of norepinephrine levels in 





Broilers face lifecycle stress factors during the hatch, grow out, catch and transport, the 
cumulative stress history is captured in the feathers as cortisone as generated by the HPA axis 
during stressful events.  The relationship to lifecycle stress and any relationship to meat quality is 
unknown.  Stress events can range from thermal, either too cold or too hot, hunger, thirst, social, 
physiological, or poor animal husbandry practices.  Early cold stress conditions have been shown 
to allow higher cold tolerance in adult birds demonstrating that some stressors have 
physiological effects on the broilers 21 days old [1].  It is reasonable to consider the possibility 
that chronic or acute stress may have an impact on the characteristic of the resulting meat 
potentially leading to increased meat toughness or increased tenderness.   
Growing feathers are living structures supported by the birds’ vascular system [2].  Feathers can 
record the stress history of the bird during growth by gradually accumulating hormones with 











Acute Stress  
Broilers grown in controlled environments face few stressors that would perceived as a threat to 
their life.  Heat stress is a common stressor that is known to increase corticosterone levels and 
cause oxidative stress in five week old broilers [4].  Heat stress on broilers during transportation 
can cause higher mortality rates, mortality rates due to heat stress can be reduced by heat 
challenging five day old chicks.  This stress conditioning is thought to be caused from a 
reduction of plasma triiodothyronine as well as hemodynamic changes in the chick [5].  Early 
age cold conditioning of chicks has also shown birds have a lower mortality rate ducting cold 
season transport. [1]  These results of early age conditioning for both heat and cold conditions 
may indicate that birds can be conditioned against the stress generated due to the auditable 
influences of transportation.  Currently there is no recorded research in sound conditioning the 
birds to elicit a change in how the bird responds to specific stimuli during catch and transport 
and any impact that stress reduction may have on meat quality.  
Life Cycle Stress  
Broilers may be stressed throughout their growth cycle by many paths.  Social stressors that are 
created from within the flock, thermal stress generated from poor animal husbandry practices, 
dietary stress from feeder failures to the feed storage bin running out of feed, physiological 
stresses from rapid growth, reaching sexual maturity, catching and crating stress to thermal stress 
created during transport [6].  
When stress reaches to a relative extreme it becomes distress and the sympatric nervous system 
reacts.  The hypothalamus pituitary adrenal axis (HPA) reacts to stress by ultimately working to 
stimulate additional glucocorticoid steroids into the blood stream [7].  This chemical release 
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increases the blood glucose levels through protein and fat metabolism providing available energy 
for the reactive animal [6].   
Glucocorticoid steroids in the blood are stored as corticosterone in the feathers during 
keratinization.  The levels of corticosterone in the feathers are an indication of relative stress the 
bird has seen during the growth of the feathers [7].  The stress responses of birds can be 
conditioned during the life of the animal in a manner that subsequent stress events may not 
generate the same level of the HPA axis intensity as the previous event generated [7].   
The oldest feathers on a bird are located at the end of the wings and are reference to as the flight 
feathers; these feathers will hold a cumulative history of the birds live cycle stress [8].  Feathers 
that have fault bars or visually deformed by varying shades of colors are found to have high 
values or corticosterone in the deformity [8], the broilers used in these tests are virtually white 
feathered.    
Extraction of corticosterone is accomplished through bathing ground feathers, less the calamus, 
in a lower alcohol such as methanol in a warm agitated bath.  Consistency in feather grinding is 
critical in achieving valid results [7]. 
There are two concepts in corticosterone level reporting.  The first concept is to measure the 
length of the feathers sampled and report the corticosterone level on a unit length basis.  
Reporting the corticosterone levels on a unit length basis is thought to be the preferred method of 
corticosterone level reporting due to potential heavy keratinization of the feather that could dilute 
the reported corticosterone level [7].  The second is to weigh the sample and report on a unit 
weight.  The latter is based on the concept that as feathers grow at different rates, reporting on a 
unit weight basis will provide a comparable data set when looking for a relationship with another 
variable [8].   
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Validation work that acute stress due to controlled handling of the birds and ACTH pumps 
forcing elevated cortisol levels in the blood plasma eventually metabolized in the feathers as 
corticosterone was conducted by plucking flight feathers and allowing regrowth during periods 
of controlled stress and comparing the levels of corticosterone before and after the stimuli [7]. 
Corticosterone is a stable compound so that feathers kept in a cool dry and covered can be tested 
years after sampling [7]. 
Feed / Water Withdrawal 
Feed withdrawal practices allow the feed in the crop to be digested and mostly passed from the 
bird to reduce fecal contamination during evisceration.  Typically birds are removed from feed 
for a total of 8 hours prior to processing; water is withdrawn just prior to the catching process. 
This is not to say that all of the birds in the flock have exactly been off feed for 8 hours. Broilers 
eat on 4 hour cycles allowing for fewer feeders [9].  Modern houses are designed so that a 
percentage of the birds can feed at a single time.  Within the flock it is expected that a portion of 
the birds will be off feed for approximately 12 hours prior to catch, another set of birds will be 
off feed for 8 hours with the balance of the flock somewhere in between.  This variability of 
available feed stores in the bird’s GI tract translates to varying levels of glycogen stores in the 
liver.  Feed withdrawal for 8 hours has been shown to cause glycogen depletion in the liver and  
also the breast muscle within three hours [10].  Glycogen is the base molecule that fuels ATP 
synthesis during the broilers life; up to 36 units of ATP are generated by one molecule of 
glycogen through each pass of the Krebs or citric acid cycle [11].  The Krebs cycle is halted once 
the bird is exsanguinated and oxygen is no longer available at the cellular level. Post mortem 
synthesis of ATP is through the inefficient process of glycolysis that drives increasing levels of 
lactic acid in the muscle that eventually halts the process after 4 hours, shutting down the 
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synthesis of ATP [10].  The available energy levels in ante mortem broilers have a direct impact 
on the time of onset of rigor mortis [12].   
Time off water (0 – 18h) has been reported not to have a significance influence on meat quality 
[13].  Mielnik et al. (1991), on the other hand found that meat tenderness decreased on extended 
periods (12 to 18 h) of feed and water withdrawal [14].  This could be interpreted that time off 
feed has increased significance in meat tenderness when compared to time off water.  
Capture & Crating Stress  
Baseline cortisone levels in birds were lower than birds crated for 3 hours with cortisone levels 
falling below the initial values after 4 hours of confinement [15] supporting the idea that 
maximum cortisone levels  on a broiler does not fully manifest itself until up to 3 hours after the 
initial stressor has occurred.  Studies have demonstrated that there was no correlation between 
crate time and PM shear values [15].  Cortisone levels in the blood are the chemical indication of 
acute stress and continue to climb during transport and slaughter.  Glucose levels remained 
constant and are probably due to feed withdrawal and the higher levels of cortisone stimulating 
glycogenolysis and glyconeogenesis [16].  
Crating alone doesn’t appear to cause significant stress in broilers; however transportation 
caused a lower pH in the thigh muscle indicating an increased rate of glycolysis compared to 
birds that were not transported [15].  The density of the crates also influences the stress levels 
which in turn will influence glucose concentrations in the muscles.  Broilers experience higher 
levels of heat stress during the warmer months when crated at a high density [17].  Crating 
densities by season are programs that are managed to eliminate transport death and yield loss in 
the transported flock.  Transport times between 30 minutes and 4 hours were shown to have no 




Transport air conditions of temperature and humidity values change by season and by 
geographical region.  The heat stress on the transported flocks is well documented specifically by 
Kannan et al. (1997) [15] and Delezie et al. (2007) [17].  The pH of the PM muscle is lower as 
indicated by measurements and an associated reduction in water holding capacity (WHC).  Pre-
slaughter heat stress is also reported to increase the rate and effect of rigor mortis but can also 
increase the incidence of pale, soft and exudative (PSE) meat [18].  Transportation during cold 
conditions cause a decrease in glucose levels in the PM muscle that is attributed to the birds 
natural response of regulating and maintaining body temperature [18].  A decrease in tenderness 
on birds held at higher temperatures was reported by several researchers [19]. However, other 
research indicates that extremes in temperature, both cold stress and heat stress caused an 
increase in toughness [20].    In all of these cases electrical stimulation was not used as a part of 
the experimentation.  Thermally stressed birds, both heat and cold stressed, enter the 
manufacturing process with depleted energy reserves [21], electrical stimulation (ES) when 
managed correctly works to deplete or minimize the remaining ATP in the muscle and compress 
the delay phase of rigor.   
Seasonality also has an impact on the tenderness of the meat; overall autumn months were 
reported to have the tenderest meat [21].   Kadim, (2009) et al. [22] also showed that hot season 
birds were slightly tenderer as compared to cold season birds attributing this difference to 





Sampling and Sample Processing  
Broiler PM Muscle samples are generally taken from the left or right hand side of the animal. 
There is no significant difference in shear values between the left and the right hand side of the 
bird (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Whiting et al. (1991) [23] referenced data that the shear 
values in roasted turkey between sides were not significantly different.  When sampling the PM 
muscle from any location, the samples should be either all left hand or right hand fillets. 
Sampling a single side eliminates the risk of same bird sampling.  Samples collected from birds 
that had a wing removed prior to the chilling process that is before rigor had reached completion 
showed the wingless side had maximum shear values measured on a Warner-Bratzler Shear 
device is approximately 0.75 kg greater than the side of the same bird with a wing attached  
(M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Collection of samples should be done with great care in that 
the shear data is not skewed by “wing off“ birds.  
The method of thermally processing the samples should also be consistent, Whiting et al (1991) 
[23], also showed that boiling PM muscles resulted in significantly higher shear values when 
compared to oven roasting covered PM muscles from the same birds.  All samples should be 
thermally processed using the same procedure regardless if boiled or roasted.  Commercial 
microwaves were not found to be a good substitute for replicating the oven process where the 
samples are covered and cooked at 350 F until the samples reached a temperature between 170 
and 175 F  (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Cooling samples prior to shearing is done for 
safety reasons; handling meat that is hot exposes the individual performing the tests to 
unnecessary burn risks.  Hot samples will generate lower shear values when compared to 
sections sheared at room temperature.  (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  During the time of 
sample processing the hot meat will begin cooling and provide additional variability within the 
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data is due to moisture in the sample from the inevitable evaporation when the hot surface is 
exposed to the cooler surroundings (M.A. Christie Unpublished Data).  Sample cooling can 
either be from natural convection or through conduction in a chilled water bath.  The chilled 
water bath will generate samples higher in moisture due to reduce evaporative loss from the 
samples rapid cooling resulting in lower maximum shear force values (M.A. Christie 
Unpublished Data).  Consistency in sample collection and processing is vital in understanding 
the relative toughness and variation of the sample set.  Samples that vary in thickness will not 
cook at the same rate leading to overcooking or the thinner portions.  These overcooked portions 













MATERIALS and METHODS 
Bird selection and identification was done in a 400’ long by 50’ wide modern tunnel-house that 
was fitted with migration prevention devices.  Birds that were to be processed were tagged 24 
hours before the catch process.  The birds were randomly selected from five areas of four 
isolated sections for a total of 20 zones within the poultry house.  The sampling pattern is shown 
in figure 3.0.  Color coded tags were used to easily identify the specific zone of the house where 
the birds were sampled to minimize the effort in matching the feather samples to the bird 
number.  A catch pen was used to isolate small clusters of birds for identification, the birds were 
surrounded by a collection fence to minimize handling.  Birds were tagged on the floor of the 
house without lifting the animal in the air.  During the tagging process, the birds displayed no 
visible or audible signs of distress.  
The birds were tagged with unique identifying numbers around the leg in a manner that would 
not restrict circulation or would be lost during the manufacturing process.  Birds were selected 
evenly from throughout the house.  There were 100 birds sampled from each of the four sections 
of the house.  The four sections were divided into 5 areas with 20 birds from each section tagged 
for random sampling and to determine if the relative position of the bird in the house made a 
difference in the meat texture as measured by maximum shear force from one of the breast 
muscles from each captured carcass.  Figure 3.0 is a graphical layout of the sample locations.   
The pinned birds were all released back into the general population once the planned number of 
birds were tagged. 
The farm was selected based on two criteria, the first requirement was a grower with a history of 
excellent performance based on feed conversion.  The second criteria was proximity of the house 
to the production facility.  The production facility was approximately 3 miles from the farm 
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where the birds were grown to minimize transport stress.  Typical feed withdrawal practices 
were used with water withdrawal occurring just prior to the catching process.  Transportation and 
yard hold times for the test flock were under 90 minutes prior to processing.  The sampling and 
processing was accomplished during mid-September 2013.  The birds were transported and 
processed during dark and low light conditions.   
The electrically stunned and exsanguinated test birds were removed from the processing line 
prior to scalding.  Primary flight feathers were collected from post mortem birds to give the 
longest history of lifecycle stress possible [8].  Feathers were manually removed from the tip of 
the postmortem bird and placed in a sterile single use plastic bags that had been marked with a 
corresponding tag number linking the flight feather sample to the carcass.  The test carcasses 
were immediately returned to the production line following feather sample collection.  
The birds were processed using standard industry methods; as the test birds completed the 
chilling process, they were immediately deboned and frozen with dry ice to halt potential 
enzymatic activity within 30 minutes of reaching a target temperature of 35 0F.  The tags were 
removed from the bird and placed in the sample bag along with a single fillet.  The fillet and tag 
were layer packed in dry ice to stop any further aging and any resulting tenderness changes.  The 
identified samples were layer packed with dry ice for rapid sample freezing and placed in an ice 
chest for transportation to a laboratory for cooking and shearing, all samples were stored in a 
freezer and thawed prior cooked within 7 days of slaughter.  The cooking The cooking process, 

























The surface used to process the feathers was a plastic cutting board that was wiped clean with 
paper towels and isopropyl alcohol between samples.  A stainless steel surgical scalpel was used 
to process the samples.  Between sample preparations, the blade of the scalpel was wiped clean 
with fresh paper towels saturated with isopropyl alcohol.  The calamus of the feather was 
removed with a scalpel prior to obtaining the resulting feather sample.  Feathers were processed 
by splitting the shaft of the feather to expose additional surface area and mincing the vanes and 
split shaft with a scalpel.  The minced sample was placed in a weigh boat and weighed on a 
Mettler Toledo scale and transferred into a centrifuge tube for future hormone extraction.  
Feather weight was used to normalize the extracted hormone to weight for an absolute 
measurement when comparing hormone levels to maximum shear force of the cooked breast 
section.   
A limited test was conducted to determine the efficiency of the methodology used by Davis; 
(2006).  Hormone extraction methods were modified from previously mentioned literature to 
achieve measurable hormone extraction as the cited extraction process failed to provide any level 
of extraction of the selected hormones.  There was no calibration issue with the equipment due to 
accurate identification of spiked reference samples.  The methodology comparison between the 
Davis process and the procedure that was ultimately used for this experiment are graphically 
depicted in figure 3.1.  A typical pathway for stress hormones was used as a basis for what we 
would be trying to identify in the flight feathers.   
After washing and drying the samples, the method found to work was accomplished by 
immersion of the feather sample in 25 ml of methanol in a sealed 50 ml centrifuge tube that was 
placed in a 50 0C shaker bath for 24 hours.  The feather-alcohol mix was centrifuged in a Thermo 
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Scientific Legend XTR centrifuge at 4200 RPM for 20 minutes.  The sample tube was rinsed with 
10 ml of methanol and the methanol poured over the feathers passing through the same # 4 filter 
into a fresh 50 ml centrifuge tube.  The methanol solution was removed with clean pipettes and 
placed in a second set of tubes and the samples were dried under a 50 0C nitrogen cloud in a 
fume hood overnight.  A 50% methanol and DI water  was added back to the tubes and the 
solution was prepared for examination with a Acquity  # 5 UHPLC feeding a Acquity UPLC  
liquid chromatography unit tuned to detect the following 6 hormones as indicated in Table 3.0.   
Three vials with spiked samples for each the reference hormones under consideration were 
introduced to the test to indicate that the HPGLC was correctly reading the correct level of 
magnitude of the test samples.  Each spiked sample yielded the expected level of reference 
hormone.  Two blank sample vials were also introduced to the test sequence to indicate false 
positive readings.  All blanks did not produce any level of the respective hormone ensuring no 
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Table 3.0  





Hormone Detection level out of 65 
samples 
Classification Relative Information 
Norepinephrine N = 65  Neurotransmitter and 
Hormone 
Fight or Flight Hormone makes glucose 
available for metabolism  (From Dopamine) 
Deoxycorticosterone N = 0 Mineralocorticoid   Precursor to aldosterone 
Deoxycortisol N = 0 Glucocorticoid  Oxidized to cortisone 
Corticosterone N = 1 Glucocorticoid Precursor to aldosterone 
Progesterone N = 14 Mineralocorticoid Precursor to corticosterone  








There was no significant difference in maximum shear value and standard deviation between the 
three of the four zones of the house indicating a uniform shear values of the sample population 
regardless of what area from each zone the birds were sampled.  Out of the 400 birds that were 
tagged, 268 carcasses were recovered behind the chiller.  Figure 3.3 describes the shear data and 
norepinephrine descriptions by house location of each sample sub population by location for the 
house that was sampled. Figure 3.4 is a graphical representation of the maximum fillet shear 
expressed in kilograms of force and norepinephrine levels expressed in ppb.  
A Duncan multi range difference test indicated that populations from sections one, two and four 
demonstrated no difference between groups in texture as described by maximum shear values, 
but their shear values were significantly different from the shear values of birds from section 
three.  The GLM procedure indicated a significant difference in shear results between sections 
one, two and four compared to bird shear results from section three at the 95% confidence level   
(P =.0191).  Levels of norepinephrine at the entry point (section three) of the house were 
significantly higher than those levels in the other sections of the broiler house.  Eight samples 
from section three of the house yielded measurable hormone levels visibly higher than levels 
found in the other sections of the house.  Conclusions between the location of the sample and any 
relationship with texture is an indication there may be a relationship between bird location and 
hormone level would be speculation with the low positive sample count.  Additional testing 
would be required to validate any claim that additional chronic stress is present at the entry point 





Detection levels for all of the hormones tested are found in table 3.0. The number of samples 
where hormone detection was found were too low to form any conclusions regarding 
relationships between hormonal levels and cooked breast meat shear.  Norepinephrine was the 
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Table 3.1  
Population Fillet Maximum Shear (kg) and Norepinephrine levels (ppb) by house location of each sample sub-population 
 
 
 Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 
Shear (kg) 10.7 10.6 9.5 11.6 
Shear Standard Deviation (kg) 4.2 3.8 3.4 3.6 
Shear Sample Size  69 68 66 65 
Average Norepinephrine Level (ppb) 870 548 1122 489 














Shear values from section three of the broiler house tested were significantly different from the 
shear values for the remaining three sections. (P = 0.0191)  Section three is the location of the 
daily entry point and the location of the house feed delivery system.  Birds located in this section 
would be exposed to the random noise if the feed augers activating and the farmer entering and 
leaving during daily house check making passive contact with these birds twice as often as birds 
in the remainder of the flock.  There was not enough extracted norepinephrine hormone data 
available (N = 8) to reliability determine if there was truly a significant relationship between 
corresponding norepinephrine levels in the flight feathers and the associated maximum shear 
values.  Feather samples that do not yield measurable hormone data is not uncommon, Bortolotti 
et.al (2008) [7],  also reported low measurable sample rates using similar recovery and sampling 
procedures for cortisol.    
The results do indicate that there may be a relationship between house location and chronic stress 
and indicated by the bioaccumulation of norepinephrine in the flight feathers.  Birds with higher 
accumulated levels of norepinephrine in the flight feathers were located at the entry to the house 
and are subject to twice the human interaction.  This location is also near the entry point for feed 
entrance to the house and subject to unexpected auditory stimulation caused by activating the 
feeders.  This noise could be associated with the pleasurable activity of eating leading the birds 
in this section of the house conditioned to be less stressed in random noise conditions.  Noise and 
human contact conditioning of the birds may condition the bird and inhibit intense activation of 
the HPA axis during the catch and transport phase or modern poultry production operations.  
This potential mechanism could be in some way related to physiological changes in T3 levels 
improving thermos-tolerance at maturity due to the process of hot setting chicks lowering the 
mortality of birds during transport under hot weather conditions (Yahav 1996), [5].   Quinteiro-
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Filho et.al. (2012), [24]  reported that increasing bird environmental temperatures from 21 0C to 
31 0C and 36 0C caused an increase in serum corticosterone levels decreasing feed intake and 
changing intestinal mucosa integrity.  The increase in corticosterone levels indicate that the 
HPA-axis was activated which should also lead to elevated levels of norepinephrine in the blood, 
ultimately accumulating in the feathers.   Scanes (2016), [25]  reported that H:L ratios in 
commercial broilers indicate evidence that the birds are not stressed during the grow-out phase of 
broiler production.  Based on the low number of samples testing positive for cortisol, our data 
agrees with this finding.  With no preconditioning to stress, it would be easy to conclude that 
small changes in the birds’ environment could cause varying levels of HPA activation during 
feed removal, catch and transport.  HPA activation may lead to physiological changes in the 
broiler potentially having a negative impact on meat tenderness.  Samanta et.al. (2008), [26] 
reported that increasing stress levels broilers led to increased blood glucose concentrations.  
Increased blood glucose levels were reported to influence the tenderness of broiler meat. Mellor 
et.al. (1958) [27].  Savenije et.al. (2002), [10]  did not find an influence of glucose levels on 
breast meat shear values.  
Fairhurst et al. (2011), [28]  reported that using environmental enrichment techniques did 
manifest in changes in feather cortisol levels in feathers from wild caught Clark’s nutcrackers 
(Nucifraga columbiana)  indicating changing environmental conditions in captive animals can 
influence activation of increased hormonal activity.   
The pattern of higher levels of norepinephrine in section three would indicate that additional 
testing focusing primality in this zone of the house would have merit and potentially lead to 
adjustments in animal husbandry practices that could potentially lead to improved bird 
performance with regards to meat tenderness.  Additional work should be done to improve the 
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efficiency of hormone extraction from primary flight feathers as well as validating whether a 
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The production of poultry broiler breast meat that has acceptable tenderness attributes may be 
influenced by a variety of production practices, the most common is aging the carcass allowing 
the rigor mortis process to reach completion along with the enzymatic breakdown of the muscle 
fiber connections.  Using electrical stimulation to artificially metabolize residual energy in the 
breast muscle is another method to speed up the natural process of aging but these systems 
effectiveness is limited to the design, length and management practices.  Electrical stimulation 
systems also come with a potential yield loss during deboning.  Over stimulating the carcass will 
cause breast meat to remain on the frame during a deboning operation that is only recoverable 
through the use of advanced meat separation systems producing a product that is significantly 
lower in value than a boneless fillet.  A key finding in general was, looking at the response of an 
individual bird’s relationship to shear and live side conditions produced little usable information. 
The potential relationships were manifested when looking at populations of birds and not the 
individual bird.  Examining the flock’s average fillet shear values and shear SD to the conditions 
discussed in this research did exhibit potential relationships between transport temperature, meat 
chemistry, drinking water chemistry, as well as the physical location in the house where the bird 
was grown with relationship to cooked shear values and more importantly, to the average shear 
standard deviation of the flock. There have been many studies that link transport conditions to 
average toughness, the results found in this research support these previous findings.  One key 
finding in this research is the significance of weather, bird location during grow-out, and 
possibly the drinking water has on the shear SD of the flocks examined.  There also needs to be 
additional research to determine if the relationship between tougher meat is related to lower 
transport air temperatures or air with higher oxygen concentrations due to air that is denser, 
containing more moles of O2 per unit volume of each breath.  The use of hormone extraction to 
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determine life cycle stress in broilers and a potential relationship to meat quality produced 
interesting results exposing a potential relationship between birds that have higher measureable 
levels of stress hormones in flight feathers produce meat with lower cooked fillet shear values 
along with lower shear SD values.  This finding could lead to additional studies where the flock 
could be conditioned during the live side production phase that could lead to higher quality meat 
as related to tenderness attributes.  This methodology could also be used as a method of proving 
commercially grown birds do not have a stressed life cycle during the majority of its life. 
Additional controlled studies regarding the level of calcium in the broilers drinking water to 
determine if there is a true relationship would need to be developed and thoroughly tested.  If this 
proved to be a true relationship, intervention would be as simple as incorporating water softeners 
into the birds drinking water supply to those farms with high calcium levels in the drinking water 
and a history of producing broilers with consistently tough breast meat.  It appears that many 
components in broiler production may impact production, more understanding on controllable 
management practices would benefit the broiler industry as a whole.  
 
 
 
 
